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Sandler is coming
By ROBERT HARTMAN

a Penn State or even a Gannon."
According to Smoyer, changing

News Editor

In previous years, students have
criticized Gator Activities Programming (GAP) for failing to bring nationally recognized acts to Allegheny. This year, in an effort to
mollify student criticism, GAP has
booked Adam Sandler to perform at
Allegheny on Saturday, Nov. 8 in
the David Mead Fieldhouse.
Jon Cantwell, president of GAP,
said the committee's executive board
considered previous student complaints when deciding to pursue a
major act.
"The past couple of years, we
haven't gotten big names. Rusted
Root wasn't big when we got them,
and Deep Blue Something didn't
turn out as well as we would have
liked, so we figured it was time to
take a chance. Everyone tends to
complain that GAP doesn't bring in
big names," Cantwell said.
Cantwell said that the process of
acquiring Sandler began with a wish
list of major acts. GAP members
then narrowed the list to about five
or six acts based upon their availability and GAP's perception of the

Faculty receive information on compensation packages

By KARA ERDODI

acts' likelihood of signing.
In the initial proposal, GAP
asked Sandler to perform on Nov.

12, when Shafer Auditorium would
"The people we're talking about ahead. But the farther away you are be available. However, the date was
were going to retire in two or three from when you want to retire, the not convenient for Sandler, so GAP
While fully detailed reports will years anyway, so there's only a one- more difficult the decision becomes. moved the date forward to Nov. 8.
"If you're looking for a big
not be released until Nov. 14, many year difference. If one can move Someone in their fifties will probafaculty already have received letters away from involuntary separation, bly need to find something else," he name, they don't plan Allegheny
detailing provisions of compensa- that's a better option," said said.
first as part of their tour, but option for professors whose positions Stevens.
Professor of Philosophy Bill tions become available if you can fit
According to Stevens, faculty are Bywater agreed, stating that each them in," said Jon Smoyer, chairare being eliminated and for those
not being pressured to accept early professor would be affected differ- man of GAP's concert committee.
who are accepting early retirement.
According to Mike Stevens, pro- retirement, but were presented with ently by early retirement, depending "The biggest problem is that Allegheny is a small school, and we
fessor of political science, faculty all the options. Tenured faculty are on that individual's situation.
who are older than 57 years of age not required to retire at the age of
(continued on page 3) certainly don't have the facilities of
and who have accrued ten years of 65, and early retilement also is a
service at the college are eligible for voluntary decision, he said.
"Offering early retirement and
early retirement. These professors
have their choice of two options for severance packages may lead more
"CORIS is concerned about dipeople to voluntarily step down," By KELLY BOWSER
early retirement.
versity, and one of the things that we
First, one may retire at the end of said Stevens. "This is the first time Assistant News Editor
want to achieve is that even with
this academic year, receive a year and these packages have been offered to
While the staffing plan is pre- these changes that the college is goa half's salary, continuation of pen- faculty. I think it's designed to resion contribution for three years and duce the number of people facing sented to the Board of Trustees this ing to be going through that the col continued health insurance until the involuntary separation."
weekend, others are trying to de- lege does not give up its effort s that
Stevens said early retirement may velop alternative means to cut costs it's already making to have diversity
age of 65. Or, one may retire at the
end of the 1998-99 academic year, benefit individuals who already are as well as maintain the departments on campus," he said.
CORIS is in the process of draftreceive one year's salary, pension considering retiring.
and posi lions eliminated by the plan.
ing
a letter to the Allegheny Execu"The plan will take someone in
contribution for two years and health
Both the Committee on Racial
insurance until the age of 65, accord- their sixties so close to retirement Issues (CORIS) and Associate Pro- tive Committee (AEC) "encouraging
that it's not as bad. Those thinking fessor of Anthropology Robert Ulin that funds not be removed or to
ing to Stevens.
Pension contributions for several of accepting early retirement are are suggesting alternative solutions minimize the loss of multicultural
years and continued insurance cover- probably 60 years of age or have to managing the college's debt and programs on campus," said senior
age for early retirees are very fair other circumstances," he said.
the amounts budgeted to cover fac- Kim Phan, CORIS student chair.
The letter will advise the AEC to
provisions, said Stevens. "The early
However, Stevens said the pack- ulty and departments.
retirement plan was more generous age offered by the college may not
CORIS is "trying to work with "preserve the Office of Multicultural
than I had expected," he said.
be sufficient for professors further what is being proposed by the ad- Affairs," said Bywater.
CORIS promotes minority reministration to preserve diversity,"
Stevens said the early retirement away from retirement age.
"If you are sixty-four and plan- said Professor of Philosophy cruitment and retention with the Ofpackages are a positive option for
professors who are considering re- ning to retire in a year anyway, a William Bywater. Bywater is fac- fice of Multicultural Affairs through
programs on diversity and proper
year and a half's salary puts you ulty chair of the committee.
tirement in the near future.
Assistant News Editor

the location will not affect crowd
capacity. Shafer seats approximately
1800 people—which is comparable
to the capacity of the fieldhousc

once Sandler's stage is assembled.
Although Sandler is more
widely-known than performer from
previous years, Smoyer maintains
that the cost is comparable.
"It's just a matter of wise spending. There's not much difference in
price between what we've had in the
past," Smoyer said. "Adam Sandler
is four or five times more well
known than anyone we've had before, but we're not paying four or
five times more than before."
GAP would not release the price
paid for Sandler, but Cantwell said
that if the show sells out, GAP will
break even. He added that GAP will
not profit from the event. Tickets
for the concert will cost S10 with an
Allegheny ID and S15 for the general public, and will be on sale from
Oct. 22 to Oct. 29 at the information booth in the Campus Center.
Smoyer adds that the funds used
to bring Sandler to Allegheny will
not affect other events such as
Springiest because GAP is divided
into six committees: films/special
events, production, concert, creativity, entertainment, and recreation.
Each committee has a separate
budget within GAP's total budget.
The funds for Sandler came from the
concert committee's budget. Smoyer
and Cantwell both asserted that the
Sandler concert will not affect future
GAP events.
"We're set up so that each one of
our departments has a separate budget. It might affect [other programs]
minimally, but we assure that there
will be future events," said Smoyer.

Alternatives proposed to staffing plan
"
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budgeting. "Although the college
did not cut the budget on minority
recruitment, we're finding alternative ways to utilize those funds to
the maximum yield," said Phan.
Bywater said the ambiguity of
different statements in the SWG
proposal concerned the committee.
CORIS is working "to implement
those general statements in the SWG
so that diversity is maximized and
the college maintains the level of effort that it has made in the past," he
said.
CORIS's concerns about maintaining a diverse college environment are being addressed by one
professor's counterproposal to the
staffing plan. Ulin is suggesting the
use of the attrition model, which
would allow positions to become
(continued on page 4)
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NEWS BRIEFS
-Members of the campus com-The ASG shuttle will be departing for the Erie, Pittsburgh and munity are invited to nominate deCleveland airports on Oct. 17 and 18 serving juniors and seniors for
at 5 p.m. Students interested in tak- "Who's Who Among Students in
ing the shuttles to the airport for American Universities and ColFall Break should meet at the top of leges." Nominees for this distincBrooks Circle. Contact Gary Pen- tion should show excellence in acanell at x2667 or Ben Schulz at 333- demic performance, co-curricular in1050 with questions or concerns.
volvement and service to the college
and community. To nominate a
-The YWCA, Allegheny College candidate, send his or her name and
and Women's Services are sponsor- box number to Marcia Henry at Box
ing Week Without Violence activi- 19 rye later than 5 p.m. on Friday,
ties during the week of Oct. 25. The Oct. 24.
theme of the week is "Violence: Not
-Student Experimental Theatre
in Our Town." Events will include
a community dinner at the YWCA will stage two one-act performances
on Saturday, Oct. 25 at 6:30 p.m., on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 24 and
designed to develop an interfaith 25. Anton Chckov's "The Bear" and
commitment to creating a commu- Christopher Durang's "For Whom
nity without violence. Reservations the Southern Belle Tolls" will be
should be made by Oct. 22 at 337- performed in room 107 of Arter
4279. For more information about Hall, beginning at 8:15 each
the week's events, e-mail the Soci- evening. Also being staged by SET
ety for the Advancement of Gender is Robert Harding's "Steel Magnolias" on Nov. 14 and 15. The proEquality at <sage@alleg.edu >.
ductions arc free and open to the
-Every Tuesday of the semester public.
the Grounds for Change coffeehouse
' Allegheny College will dedicate
will host an open mic night from 8
to 10 p.m. for interested performers. the $12.7 million David V. Wise
Everyone is welcome to perform a Sport and Fitness Center on Friday,
musical piece, read poetry or other Oct. 17 at 6:30 p.m. Karen and
work, or to share another creative David Wise, both Allegheny graduendeavor. For additional informa- ates, made a substantial gift that antion, contact Emily MacKinnon at chored the fund-raising drive for the
building. Following the dedication,
x2442.

tuition, room, board and plane fare. from 4-5:30 p.m. in the Walker
Minimum requirements include a Meeting Room on the second floor
3.0 QPA in Allegheny College of the Campus Center. All students
courses,
an Allegheny College tran- are welcome to attend.
'Anna Mitgutsch will read from
her works on Thursday, Oct. 16 at 7 script including fall semester grades,
-Dimensions will sponsor a lecp.m. in Room 116 of Murray Hall. current U.S. citizenship, two letters
Mitgutsch is currently teaching a of recommendation and submission ture by Jeffrey Osikiewicz, visiting
German course in creative writing at of a personal essay describing the assistant professor of mathematics,
Allegheny. She has studied German reasons for desiring to study in on Thursday, Oct. 16 at 4 p.m. in
and English, earning her Ph.D. at Japan. Completed applications Carr 223. The talk, entitled "Dirty
the University of Vienna. must be submitted by Feb. 12 to Little Secrets of Infinite Series,"
will present many new convergence
Mitgutsch lives in Linz, Austria and Karen Richter, 229 Cochran Hall.
tests that are never presented in the
has received numerous prizes for her
•On Friday, Oct. 24 poet Les calculus series. Osikiewicz will
novels, whose publication has made
her one of the preeminent Austrian Barker will share his poetry in speak about the background of the
Grounds for Change at 7:30 p.m. infinite series and then present some
writers today.
Additionally, Barker will hold a of these "secret" convergence tests.
comedy
an poetry writing workshop All are welcome.
"The Health Center is offering flu
shots to students, faculty, administration and staff for $10. Call
x4355 to schedule an appointment.
In last week's issue of The Campus, the headline for the article on the
open forum held to discuss faith in the academy misrepresented the fo•The Allegheny chapter of AAUP
rum in that faiths other Christianity were represented. The Campus
wishes to thank all those who
apoligizes for the error.
helped with and participated in the
community open house held Oct. 8.
Approximately 500 visitors were on
campus, most of whom focused
their touring on the Wise Center,
CORRECTION POLICY
the Campus Center and the complex
of new science buildings.
The Campus makes every effort to report information accurately and
-The Kondoh Scholarship is will correct substantive errors in reporting. Questions regarding posawarded annually to enable an Al- sible inaccuracies should be directed to the Editor-in-Chief.
legheny College student to study for
one year at Sophia University in
Tokyo. • This scholarship includes
a reception and tours of the complex
will be held.

The Campus Asks...

What are you going to do over Fall Break?
compiled by Robin Marjoram

I get to see my friends from back
home, so no doubt I'll be with
them. Hopefully, whatever I do, it
won't be anything terribly productive. My main objective is to relax
and unwind in Smalltown USA.
Jeremiah LaCoille
Class of '01

I'm going to be ... being anyI'm going to Washington & Jefferson College to see the very first
where but here!
Kristy Whisker Phi Psi chapter ever founded. And
Class of '99 I'm also playing soccer.
Jud Wible
Class of '99

Design a new line of fashionable
I'm going to IUP for Homecoming—but of course I have to come undergarments.
back on Sunday to comp.
Dave Carlson
Class of '99
Cara Jordan
Class of '98
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Three Allegheny students attacked in the city of Meadville

By NATALIE WEAVER

Lehnen because he was a college
student. Lehnen agreed, adding that
he did not think Boyd even knew he
Several Allegheny students have was a student.
Other students who have been habeen attacked by Meadville residents
this past month. While some stu- rassed by Meadville residents, howdents said these incidents represent ever, believe that the attackers may
hostility on the part of townspeople, have targeted them as college stuothers said the actions were random. dents. Junior Adam Zetwick was
Last week, junior Paul Lehnen walking downtown near the fire stawas delivering pizzas for Pizza Out- tion three weeks ago around 10:30
let when a man ran a stop sign and p.m. when two 17-18 year old males
hit his Toyota pick-up truck. assaulted him without warning or
Lehnen said the man got out of his provocation.
The attack lasted approximately
car, came to Lehnen's car window
and asked if he was okay. Lehnen five minutes, during which the two
said he was about to reply when the men took turns hitting Zetwick, he
man opened his car door, punched said. Zetwick said he punched one
him in the face and said "are you of the men in the nose, causing him
to pass out, at which time the other
okay now?"
Later, Lehnen learned from Offi- man ran away.
"I was so freaked out. I didn't
cer Nick Hoke that the perpetrator is
Albert Shante Boyd, who is 23 years know what to do," Zetwick said. He
old and has a chemical imbalance. added that he barely remembers
Hoke could not be reached for com- walking the rest of the way home.
The men made no attempt to rob
ment.
Meadville Chief of Police Harold him, and Zetwick said he did not
Tubbs said Boyd's license was sus- know either one of his assailants.
pended at the time of the accident. He said he thinks the two men were
Boyd is being charged with assault, "high school kids looking to beat
Tubbs said. A preliminary hearing someone up for a good time."
Zetwick said at first he was surhas been set for Oct. 21, at which
time "the Commonwealth will de- prised by the attack but realized later
termine whether it has enough evi- that similar incidents have happened
dence to prosecute the case," Tubbs to other students. "Townies' opinion of Allegheny students isn't very
said
Tubbs described Boyd as "an an- high. They see us as rich, stuck up
gry individual" and attributed his at- kids," Zetwick said.
"I don't think anyone would go
tack on Lehnen to "road rage." He
did not believe that Boyd targeted

Editor-in-Chief

out of their way to interface with proximately 9 p.m. from Kite-Aid, but eventually stopped, ne added.
Monokian said the men appeared
college students just because they where he was shopping, when three
were college students. You do your men emerged from an alley near Di- to be Caucasian and approximately
thing and we do ours," Tubbs said. amond Park and attacked him.
25 years old. He described one as
He pointed out that, in light of the
"They saw that I was alone and I having a "pointy nose" and wearing
9,399 calls for service the Meadville looked like I was from the college, jeans and a concert t-shirt.
Police Department has received so so they thought I was weak and they Monokian said he reported the incifar this year, three incidents is not a could take advantage of me," dent to the police when he returned
significant number. Tubbs said he Monokian said. home.
does not perceive a great deal of conThe three men pushed him
Both Monokian and Zetwick said
frontation between townspeople and against a wall and demanded he give they are more cautious as a result of
college students.
them his money, Monokian said. the attacks. "I don't go anywhere by
Junior Dustin Monokian, how- He thought he heard the noise of a myself," Zetwick said. All three
ever, was attacked a few days after switchblade but said he could not see victims said that they still perceive
Zetwick and said he may have been a weapon. "I managed to hit one of Allegheny as a safe school, but
targeted because he was a student. them and then I ran," Monokian now are more aware of their surMonokian was walking home at ap- said. They chased him for a while roundings.

Here come the kiddies

Pornography prompts guidelines
DENVER (AP)—Distressed by how
easy it is for students to tap into
some of the raunchiest pornography
on the Internet, school districts
across the metropolitan area are developing stricter guidelines for
computer users.
Most districts require parental
approval for Internet use. In some
cases, parents sign an agreement
that their child will face termination
if pornography sites are called, up.
Some districts constantly monitor where students have been on the
Internet. Others block out material
they deem inappropriate.
Ron Dries, Internet administrator
for Jefferson County schools, said
his district hand picks "news
groups," or electronic gathering
places for people with similar interests.
"We try to get pretty harmless
stuff," Dries said. "We know which
news groups not to bring in."
School children also are getting
into trouble by accessing chat
rooms. Increasingly, experts say,
youngsters are hooking up with
adults aiming for a possible sexual
encounter.
Last month, a 16-year-old Highlands Ranch High School girl met a
man through an Internet bulletin
board who later persuaded her to
pose for a sexually suggestive photo
in a park. The man was arrested on
suspicion of sexual exploitation of a
child.
"The Internet can be a powerful
tool, but it can also be misused,"

said Torn Stevens, executive director of educational technology for
Denver Public Schools.
Stevens said students can access
Internet pornography in a variety of
ways, either intentionally or unintentionally.
A search word such as "slave,"
used by a student who wants to
(continued on page 8)
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Seventh and eighth grade students from Calvery Baptist Academy learn about leaves from Allegeny's
—photo by Ben Wyrick
trees.

Compensation plan for eliminated faculty questioned by professors
(continued from page 1)
"You would have to decide
whether or not it would be possible
to retire on that, if the offer was
something you could really consider.
For somebody as young as I am, it
really isn't," he said.
Once supporting children is no
longer a necessity, attention focuses
on building up a nest egg for retirement, said Bywater. Accepting early
retirement might mean sacrificing
retirement funds for some, he said.
"If you took up that package at
the age of 57, you would have to
find another job," said Bywater.
"It's just not enough to be able to
make it. Retirement is eight years
away and that's too big a gap."
Faculty offered early retirement
must decide whether or not they will
accept by Oct. 28.
"Faculty are given a short
amount of time to make a decision

Robert Ulin, associate professor
of sociology and anthropology, said
he is concerned about the severance
package the college has offered to
professors whose jobs have been
eliminated. Ulin was concerned particularly with health benefits, educational benefits and the duration of
severance pay.
First, the plan stipulates that
health coverage for severed faculty
and their families will run out at the
end of this academic year. "The
United States is a country without a
national health care system, so being unemployed and uninsured is
surely daunting," said Ulin.
Ulin said he also is worried about
the absence of educational benefits
for the children of severed faculty.
"How will we pay for my son's
college education? That's a benefit I
will lose with my job here at Allegheny," said Ulin. "There is a pro-

vision for college payment with the
early retirement package but not
with the severance package," Ulin
said.
Ulin said he also is concerned
about the discontinuation of contributions to pension funds for severed
faculty which is roughly outlined in
the severance plan. "I recognize
that the college is dealing with fiscal
restraints," he said, "But tenured faculty face problems that junior faculty do not."
Tenured faculty will have a more
difficult time finding a new job,
since their market is not as promising as it is for junior faculty, according to Ulin. "There are fewer positions for senior faculty, which
means a higher prospect of continued unemployment beyond the assistance offered by the severance package."
Ulin said an academic October

newsletter advertised 75 faculty positions—only two of which were at
the senior level.
The administrators should consider the different prospects for junior and senior faculty when deciding the particular stipulations of the
severance plan, Ulin said. A year of
severance pay may not be an adequate for a tenured professor to find
another job, according to Ulin.
"I think it would be a good idea
for the senior administration to
think through the very different
markets which junior and senior faculty face and try to make the transition for senior faculty as smooth as
possible," he said.

Happy 20th birthday, Nikki. Legality lurks around the next corner.
1
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Center for experiential learning greeted with favorable reactions
By ALYSON GETTY
News Reporter
In the midst of reform inspired
by the Summer Working Group's
(SWG) recommendations to cut faculty and programs, "experiential
learning" has been suggested as a
way to "connect the abstract ideas of
the classroom with the concrete of
the world around them in hopes of
strengthening interest and appreciation of their studies," according to
the SWG report.
The SWG recommends a variety
of methods to increase the availability of experiential learning, including internships, service learning and
off-campus study.
Terry Bensel, assistant professor
of environmental science and member of the SWG, said experiential
learning is nothing new to the campus.
"Experiential learning is already a
part of Allegheny, but in the past
has been separate from academic
training. Current offerings have
been handled by different offices and
departments, which have been doing
a good job but lack cohesion," he
said.
The SWG Experiential Learning
Subcommittee proposed the establishment of the Allegheny College
Center for Experiential Learning
(ACCEL). The ACCEL office
would bring together the offices of
career services, community service,
the dean of students leadership programs and the dean of the college's
office for off-campus programs. According to Dave McInally, dean of
students, this reorganization of the
student affairs division will not occur until after the staff restructuring
in November and will not be fully
operational until fall 1998.
The ACCEL staff will develop
programs for experiential learning to

be explored during the Experiential
Learning Term, or "EL Term." According to the SWG recommendations, the EL Term would be established during the month of May,
immediately following the spring
semester.
If approved, the EL Term could
begin on a trial basis in the spring
of 1999. Eventually, the EL Term
might be required, but not until programs are well-established and students are excited about it.
Senior Scott Leslie said he is
worried about an increase in job
competition. "Requiring a May
term would restrict a student's opportunities for summer employment," he said. Bensel, however,
said that "most students are willing
to forgo income for experience."
In order to help students offset
some of the expenses associated
with study and work away from
campus, the ACCEL staff will
"pursue means of building a funding
source," according to Bensel. If financial aid can be made available
from this funding source it may be
given on the basis of need or merit,
but details are not certain.
"Every attempt to defray some of
the expenses of off-campus study
will be made, but funding sources
arc uncertain as of yet," said McInally.
The SWG recommended integrating experiential learning into the
curriculum in response to surveys
that revealed students did not feel
that Allegheny was doing enough to
prepare them for a career.
"After graduation, students want
the Allegheny name to make them
more marketable," said Mclnally.
"The experiential learning program
will give students choices by providing a wide variety of opportunities
during their years here."
Students participating in the

ACCEL program would have the
opportunity to work within their departmental discipline or in another
area of interest. Meghan Brendahl, a
sophomore and member of the
Campus Life Committee, thinks the
ACCEL program will provide great
experiences for students.
"Students could use experiential
learning to combine personal interests with academics into a wellrounded experience," she said.
Melissa Barnes, director of career
services, said that the ACCEL program would extend internship opportunities to larger numbers of students.
"The ACCEL office will increase
the existing database of internship
opportunities and possibly provide
access to the information through
the Allegheny home page. OCS
will also teach students how to develop internships on their own," she
said.
Off-campus study and study
abroad programs would introduce
students to different cultures and
ways of life by teaching them how
to be adaptive and flexible in new
situations. Sophomore Nikki Faychak, a studio art major, said she
definitely is considering pursuing an
internship and would like to combine it with a study abroad program.
According to the SWG report,
study abroad opportunities also enable students to enhance significantly their language skills and to
gain an understanding of the globalizing world economy.
"Experiential learning doesn't
bring diversity to Allegheny, but it
brings Allegheny to diversity," said
Bensel. "Many students can't take
an entire semester away from campus to study, however, the EL Term
will provide this opportunity for exploration in cultural diversity."
The proposed service learning

program, which links a strong ulty believe that the proposed EL
commitment to the curriculum, af- Term, ACCEL office and experienfords students an additional opportu- tial learning experience will benefit
nity. Dave Roncolato, director of the Allegheny community, there are
community service, said he antici- also critics of the proposal. Accordpates a high level of interest in the ing to Bensel, "Some faculty don't
ACCEL program. believe in it because they feel it
"Many faculty have shown inter- takes too much time away from inest in this type of program in the class, learning." Others feel that expast, and students have the motiva- periential learning focuses too much
Lion and commitment to perform the on career preparation and is therefore
services, but we haven't had the re- inconsistent with the liberal arts
sources available to follow philosophy.
Junior Matt Delp, a biology mathrough," he said.
Service learning would link a jor, felt that the liberal arts curricuservice project to a course and offer a lum provides students with the oppractical, hands-on dimension to portunity to switch career aspiraacademic work. Sean Gilmore, as- dons and discover new interests.
sistant professor of communication "Not many students know what
arts, supports such learning because they want to do when they come to
"a student can get a realistic sense Allegheny. The liberal arts base alof the demands of an organization, lows students to switch career paths
and can adapt to an organization's and find out what interests them,"
said Delp.
culture."
Although many students and fac-

Priorities of staffing plan disputed
attrition model," said Ulin.
(continued from page 1)
vacant as faculty retire, leave the Under Ulin's proposal, students
college, or are turned down for majoring in biology or political scitenure. "The proposal is really a ence might have to take one or two
very simple one," he said. courses with more of an emphasis on
"The process is very random be- culture to complete their major.
"The implication of this proposal
cause you don't know which departments are going to be adversely is that the most pressing issues of
our times demand answers which
affected," said Ulin.
Ulin feels the college should shift borrow from a multiplicity of perthe focus from strong departments to spectives," said Ulin.
Ulin said that his proposal "could
interdisciplinary programs. He believes that strong interdisciplinary make use of existing faculty without
programs could, in fact, strengthen having to invest in new technology
programs deemed weak by the and/or buildings."
SWG's proposal. "Rather than inTreasurer of the college, John
vesting in strong departmental pro- Reynders, said that no alternatives
grams, the college should invest in have been presented to him formally
interdisciplinary programs... and the as of yet. "I have not seen them. If
interdisciplinary programs can be they're out there, we would certainly
used to supplement the departmental be glad to look at them," said
programs adversely affected by the Reynders.
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TAKE TECHNOLOG

When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.
And that's tho level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower -together,,
Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon
TI Systems are driving technology to tho limit. And we're looking
for engineers who want to push the envelope. Brook now
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At Raytheon you'll take technology - and your career - to
the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be
visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office
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The Campus T

Perspectives
EDITORIAL
Communication breakdown

Eliminating academic departments is a sensitive issue that
requires prudence, as it will severely disrupt the personal lives
of the professors affected and the academic lives of students
who are losing their majors and minors. Trying to be overly
cautious by withholding what might be disheartening news,
however, will cost the college. While the staffing plan publicly announces the departments eliminated, no provisions
have been made for students in those majors.
Currently, no one has instructed professors on what to tell
advisees whose majors have been eliminated. According to
senior administrators, the details of options that will be made
available to these students await a tedious string of meetings
between administrators, faculty and students. Many students
believe they don't have the time to wait. Thus, more students
are likely to transfer from Allegheny as a result. Without a
tangible solution to their problem of having no major, many
students see transferring as the only option.
Keeping in mind that improving student retention rates was
another Summer Working Group recommendation, failing to
provide students with their options immediately upon announcing the staffing plan seems self-defeating.
It is naïve to think that senior administrators did not foresee
that the staffing plan's wide-ranging effect inevitably would
prompt questions and concerns, questions that demand and deserve answers. We question the administration's decision to
make public the departmental eliminations without also
releasing a plan to accomodate the students who will be
affected by those cuts.

All editorials represent the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board.

The Campus welcomes all reader response. We reserve the right
to reject all letters of a purely promotional nature, as well as letters which
do not meet our standards of integrity, accuracy and decency. We also
reserve the right to edit pieces for space and grammar. Opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor, editorial columns and editorial cartoons
do not necessarily represent the views of The Campus. Deadline for letters is 5 p.m. the Monday before publication. Letters must be type written, double-spaced and signed, with a phone number included for verification. Any letter that cannot be verified will not be printed.
All questions concerning the above policy should be directed to the
Editor-in-Chief

Letters to the Editor
physical contact prohibited at
Allegheny College include but are
not limited to 1) sexist remarks and
sexist behavior ... [such as] com"Allegheny is a community ... a ments of a sexual nature or sexually
family," we proclaim, especially in explicit statements, questions, jokes
light of the transformations now un- or anecdotes; visual conduct such as
der consideration. Allegheny as an leering at a person's body ... 2) verinstitution clearly states that we bal insults ... which include lewd,
strive to "create a college campus obscene, or sexually suggestive rewhere the academic or work per- marks directed at a person individuformance of students, faculty and ally...."
Accordingly, sexual harassment
administrators and staff is not hampered by an intimidating, hostile or in any form is unacceptable and will
offensive situation or environment." not be tolerated at Allegheny.
To those of you in the audience
As such, change can be a good
thing for a community. Change is during this particularly pathetic disespecially good when it affects the play of masculinity or whatever it
attitudes and thus the atmosphere was supposed to be, if you were the
which allow a male resident or visi- least bit uncomfortable, why didn't
tor of Baldwin Hall to yell rudely you stop him? At the very least,
out to me, "Oooh, she's got tits!" don't tolerate his behavior by keepand a few minutes later, "Work it ing silent about its wrongness. His
comments were not funny. Really.
baby!"
There was no humor whatsoever in
this "joke" of his. It was sexual harassment. I certainly found no flatFredalyn M. Vargas
tery in his attention.
Why should I even have to deal
The individual yelling these ob- with this kind of incident? We came
noxious comments caught me run- to Allegheny (supposedly) to further
ning late to a Thursday morning our education, implying that we
class in Quigley. I was walking come in having already achieved a
quickly behind Baldwin, cutting certain educational level. I hope
through the path between Baldwin that over the course of four years,
and the Phi Gamma Delta house to we learn from each other as well as
get to my class. I chose (rightly or from our books and professors.
wrongly) not to respond, breaking Treating each other (including
my stride only to note that there was members of the opposite sex) with
no one else around me to whom the respect on all levels should be one
comments could be directed. I of the first lessons learned at
couldn't see who the person was or Allegheny, if you haven't learned it
already.
from where he was yelling.
For more information about sexNormally, I blow off such
"approaches" as downright stupid- ual harassment or Allegheny's polity, ignorance and immaturity on the icy, there are resources available.
part of the obviously unenlightened You can consult the list of offices
male—just another example of the and specific individuals given on
harassment which I have to endure page 96 of this year's The Compass.
as a woman from a boy with no
Fredalyn M. Vargas is a member of
class.
He deserves neither my time nor the class of '97.
my attention. However, I couldn't
just blow off this incident. Instead I
seethed with anger and indignation
throughout my 75-minute class, unable to concentrate on the profesI feel that Heidi Dugan's letter in
sor's lecture.
last week's Campus, while well
Who do you think you are, meant, may do more harm than good
yelling such crude and insulting to students. I wouldn't want ttu"greetings" to me at 10:57 in the dents to make life changing decimorning? What makes you think sions on the basis of false informayou can treat women in such a man- tion and a dramatic overstating of
ner? Has this disgusting approach the case.
of yours enhanced your sex appeal
and, hence, your personal life? Is
that your way of trying to impress a

Harassment exposes
hostile atmosphere

Allegheny's good
reputation stands

woman?
If you have joined Allegheny's
community as a student, you should
be aware that there is a policy governing such actions. The particulars
of the college's sexual harassment
policy and procedure can be found
in The Compass . To quote from
page 95: "Sexual harassment encompasses any sexual attention that
is unwanted ... examples of verbal or

Melissa Barnes

It is understandable that the students whose programs are being cut
are concerned for their futures. I
don't fault them for any anger, frustration or anxiety they may be feeling. However, I urge them to gather
information from a variety of
sources before making a decision.

First, Allegheny is not going to
become a "science school." If the
proposed cuts are enacted, they will
leave Allegheny with one-third of its
faculty in the sciences, and the other
two-thirds in the social sciences and
humanities. The department with
the most majors and faculty mem bers is currently psychology. There
is a proposal by the Summer
Working Group to raise funds for a
new Media and Performing Arts
Center which will attract humanities
students in the way our science
center now attracts science students.
Nothing in this picture says we are
in danger of becoming a science
school. It's also important to remember that sciences have long
been part of the liberal arts curriculum.
I agree with Heidi that employers
care about where you went to
school. At job fairs, I see how they
perk up when they hear the name
"Allegheny." Where I disagree is
with the assumption that the proposed changes will hurt our reputation. Our current good name in the
work place is due to the students we
have graduated. If our graduates
continue to demonstrate the liberal
arts skills of writing, communicating, thinking and learning, employers will continue to be impressed
and to want more. If the faculty
who remain keep teaching as they
have in the past, and we don't elim inatc the senior comp, I see no reason why students won't have these
skills.
I also disagree that students in
the targeted majors will have devalued degrees. This is based on the
false belief that, first of all, employ ers draw a great distinction between
the various liberal arts majors. They
generally rate students on a combination of skills, relevant experience,
grades and leadership. Languages
and computer skills can also help.
In my experience, most employers
who like liberal arts graduates don't
care too much whether you majored
in history or philosophy. In the education field, I believe that students
with a liberal arts degree from a
good school, combined with certification and good student teaching
recommendations, will continue to
be competitive.
Employers also know that, for
various reasons, colleges often
change their offerings, eliminating
and adding programs as demand
dictates. They will not assume any
reflection on the quality of these
programs, especially since employers in almost any field are in a fastchange mode themselves and are
dropping and adding products, services and programs as fast or faster
than we are.
When making decisions about
something as important as transferring, gather the information you
need from reputable sources. Ask
(continued on page 6)
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Forgetting Tupac: how the "thug life" is Gang Related to our reality
It's been more than a year since over to check on him.
I saw Tupac the last time my
an unknown assailant pumped four
bullets into Tupac Shakur. What hopelessly middle-class son, 12,
usually happens when a young per- mimicked a music video's tough
son dies is this: Everyone recoils, hoodlum pose. And when I recently
glanced at a magazine photo of rapthen reflects—and then forgets.
per Redman, sporting a sneer cold
Tupac won't let me forget.
enough to freeze lava.
Seeing Tupac everywhere doesn't make me like those folks who
Donna Britt
think the rapper faked his death and
lives on, chilling on some secluded,
Wednesday, I saw him in Gang gangsta-free beach. I believe he
Related, the new movie in which he died—tragically, unnecessarily—
posthumously stars. The day before, last September, on Friday the 13th.
I saw him in a horrific photo in a reSo does Jay, 17, the person I
cent book, laid out on a coroner's most see Tupac in. A student at
slab, torn and helpless after his au- Montgomery Blair High School in
topsy.
Maryland, Jay is a lot like Tupac:
Tupac flashed in my mind when bright, cute, a street smart blend of
I read about a bicyclist, 26, whom innocent and hip. He's also, he
police say shot to death a young says, "as big a fan of Tupac's as
woman whose car apparently there could be. I have all his albums
bumped him by accident. They say ... I wish sometimes that I could be
the cyclist shot her after she pulled Tupac." He pauses.

"But without the 'thug-life' image."
The last words mean a lot corning from Jay, a friend of my son's
whom I've known for years. He
nearly flunked out of school last
year. Somehow, partly because his
idol died, he changed.
I took Jay to see Gang Related, a
better-than-average police drama
that showcases Tupac's "fragile but
powerful screen charisma," as described by Washington Post film
critic Stephen Hunter. Seeing
Tupac so electric, so alive, was at
times excruciating. A scene in
which a nut case threatens to blow
the head off Tupac's character made
some viewers wince. Said Jay: "It
was like, God, he's going to die
again?"
Of course, Tupac has died
again—and again and again—since
September 1996. Thousands of
other young black men—and brown
and yellow and white ones, too—
have died violently, some as smart,
gifted and, ultimately, as wasted as
Tupac. Most were entranced by the
It's amazing how things travel full circle.
"thug life," a slogan that Tupac acYou see, when I was a kid, about age 10, I was a big wrestling fan. I tually had tattooed across his midthought it was the greatest thing since Swiss cheese. I watched matches on section. It's a life I see reflected in
TV, including all the Wrestlemanias, and attended some matches. I even
got to meet "Leaping" Lanny Poffo, whom most people don't know is also
the "Macho Man"'s brother and later became "The Genius."

Wrestling mirrors skewed priorities

a bicyclist's apparent out-of-proportion rage, Redman's sneer and my
own son's playacting.
Most of us don't know the thousands of everyday Tupacs whose
deaths are barely noticed. We don't
know who will die next year, next
week or even tonight; we can't tell
which playacting little boys will end
up on slabs decades before their
time.
Jay was lured by the thug life's
glitter, but he turned away. Why did
he decide to study, make curfew and
attend every class—stuff he hadn't
done for years?
"It's so easy to get sucked into
that life," begins Jay, who has one
cousin in jail, another who was just
released and another "who's so
smart, you wouldn't believe it" but
whom he avoids because he's so
likely to be the victim of a drive-by.
"Seeing Tupac and Biggie
(Smalls, another rapper) killed had a
big effect on me," he continues.
"None of them lived to see 30.
When I'm 30, I want to have money
legally in my pocket, a family to
come home to.... I have friends that
gangbang. I could make the money,
get the respect ... but I'd be con-

stantly looking over my shoulder."
Such a life, he says, looks like
"the easy way ... but it never lasts."
He hopes to teach that to his
younger brother, 9, who sees certain
rappers and basketball stars
"looking all rugged and rough, and
thinks that's cool. ... But he looks
up to me. And I'm going to show
him that getting good grades is
cool."
Jay still admires Tupac but
doesn't pity him. "He liked the
lifestyle; he chose it," he says.
Though he won't call his former
idol stupid, he'll say this:
"The lifestyle he chose was
stupid. The thug-life image was
stupid. He had enough talent to
make millions and be alive today. I
want money and power, too.... But
I want to pass it on."
If only a million others in whom
I see Tupac could see that.
But maybe I should be patient.
Maybe the best way for me to remember the lesson of Tupac's death
is to help the few I can.
Maybe one day it will be Jay—
alive and successful—who won't let
me forget.
(c) 1997, Washington Post

Letters to the Editor continued

Willie Berkovitz
After a little while, I lost interest and realized how fake wrestling really
Is. My interest waned until a few weeks ago, during a lull in Monday Night
Football, when my housemate was flipping through the stations and landed
on World Championship Wrestling (WCW) Monday Nitro. He decided to
leave it on and that's when I started to like wrestling again.
My interest increased—not because it looked any more real—because it
didn't, but because I started to take wrestling for what it really is: a farce.
Wrestling is really funny.
A lot has changed since the halcyon days of my youth, though. In the
good old days, both Hulk Hogan and Roddy Piper wrestled in the World
Wrestling Federation (WWF). Hulk was the good guy, and Roddy was a
bad guy. Hogan was cheered and admired by millions, and Piper was booed
and scorned by those same millions. Nowadays, Piper and Hogan are both
in the WCW. Hogan is the leader of a bunch of bad guys called the NWO
(New World Order) and Piper is a good guy who is the acting chairman of
the WCW. Yin has become Yang, and Yang has become Yin.
Not everything has changed, though. People still boo Piper and cheer
Hogan. This is what disturbed me, and it seems to be a trend. To extend
the wrestling metaphor, Piper, in his role as chairman, is trying to enforce
the rules and order of wrestling. Hogan, in his role as leader of the NWO, is
the head of a group of morally and ethically corrupt thugs whose sole purpose is to create chaos. Sadly, people are cheering the NWO's aims.
You may think that I'm reading too much into wrestling, but to me, it
seems to be a trend in America to cheer or root for the morally corrupt.
After all, when you see a movie, who is the cooler individual, the good guy
or the bad guy? The answer is, of course, the bad guy. Do you think people
went to see any Batman movie to sec Batman? No. They went to see the
Joker, the Riddler or Catwoman. The villain is always more interesting.
Because of this, we seem to be more forgiving of people who are
morally or ethically flawed. To use another sports example, the Dallas
Cowboys are supposed to be "America's Team," and yet, they are a bunch
of drug-using, showboating criminals. They nevertheless have millions of
fans all over the country. The fact that they use drugs and break the law
doesn't seem to affect their fans' opinions of them.
My favorite example is President Bill Clinton. Here is another drug-using criminal. He's smoked pot, cheated on his wife and used his office for
illegal purposes, yet nobody seems to care. He just goes on smiling away,
giving unreliable excuses and apologies, and people forgive him.
What is the solution to this problem of messed-up priorities? Well, call
me old-fashioned, but we should go back to the days when good guys wore
white, bad guys wore black, and we always rooted for the good guy.
Let me start by saying, "Go Piper! Whoop Hogan's flabby butt at
Halloween Havoc!"
Willie Berkovitz is a columnist for

The Campus.

It is critically important that we
view these recent changes in perspective. The administration did not
reach these decisions in a vacuum.
Input was received from every segment of the college, as well as from
alumni and outside consultants. By
redirecting resources, Allegheny
College has made a tactical initiative
towards improving the overall
strength and reputation of the institution.
Change is sometimes painful, but
inevitable when one is driven to excellence. As a concerned alumnus, I
commend President Cook and his
staff for taking the first step in a
strategic plan that will take the
Allegheny experience into the next
century.

college as a time of learning and
self-discovery, not an extremely expensive job-training program.
(continued from page 5)
When I interviewed for my curseveral employers in the field you
rent job, the guy looked at my rewish to enter or a Career Services
sume and said, "Allegheny College?
professional at another school. Do
Where's that? Never heard of it."
some library research if that suits
That ought to tell you something
your style. Gather enough informaabout the importance of Timothy
tion to feel that your decision is
Alden's little school's reputation.
based on reality and is not made in
So, I explained that it's a selec haste or in fear.
tive liberal arts college founded in
1815 and located in northeast
Melissa Barnes is Director of
Pennsylvania. I bragged about the
Career Services.
high SAT scores and GPAs of the
student body, and the high percentage of alums that move on to prestiAs a member of the Allegheny
gious graduate schools.
Alumni Council, I was on campus
And you know what happened
Homecoming Weekend for our
then? He said, "O.K.," and we
semi-annual meeting. Because one
moved on to something pertinent.
of the council's goals is to be inter- Michael J. Malone is a member of
He didn't ask me to produce my
active with the entire college com- the class of '75 and a member of the diploma. He didn't call Bentley
munity, there were many opportuni- Allegheny Alumni Council.
Hall for a copy of my transcripts.
ties to converse with the students,
That was over a year ago, and for all
faculty and administration. The
that guy knows Allegheny College
overriding topic of discussion was
is some academy for fairies and gobthe newly announced reductions in
lins that exists only in my mind. It
What in the name of Frank Bryan didn't matter. All that he cared
departments and faculty.
is going on at the college on the about was that I had a semi-neat aphill?
pearance, I was confident and I
Allegheny is trimming a few seemed competent enough to do the
Michael J. Malone
"weak" departments from the bud- job.
get and suddenly you've got loonies
I could have told him I went to
These changes obviously have a
running through the perspectives Harvard, or I could have bragged
painful impact upon some faculty
section screaming, "Transfer! that I was a graduate of the
and students. Losing one's job beTransfer! The Allegheny name American Truckdriving Institute. In
cause of economic considerations,
means nothing! You'll never get a fact, if the decline of Allegheny's
not ability, is particularly traumatic.
job!"
reputation really bothers you, try
Students who still wish to pursue
that in your own interviews.
these affected majors will, with the
Otherwise, work on making yourcollege's help, be able to complete
Dan Koller
self, not your alma mater, your most
their studies. Employers and graduattractive quality.
ate schools know that one constant
that should exist at a liberal arts college is change. What matters most
Let me tell you something, folks. Dan Koller is a member of the class
to these parties is the quality of edu- You shouldn't worry so much about of '96 and is also a sports writer for
cation the graduates received while what your college says about you. the Sulphur Springs (Tex.) Newsat the school, not whether a program You should worry about yourself Telegram.
was discontinued.
and your own abilities. Think of

Fears overstated

Change to excellence

Loonies mythologize
the real world
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Former Miss America's lessons in literacy illuminate an alarming problem
Normally, I have a policy of taking beauty contestants with an extreme, bordering on non-existent,
grain of salt. I've gone out with one
or two, known a couple more, and
between all of them I could probably get the combined intelligence of
my dog, Buddy. And he's the
dumber of my two dogs.

Adam M. Van Ho
But Tuesday night, I was extremely impressed with the performance of former Miss America Tara
Dawn Holland. Even more, I was
astonished by what I was hearing.
According to Holland, approximately 44 million American adults
can't read. And of those 44 million,
12,000 live in Crawford County.
She went on to say how one-third
of Aid For Dependent Children
(AFDC) cases, 50 percent of welfare recipients, 75 percent of unemployed people and 90 percent of
death row inmates cannot read.
Even more disgusting, almost 10
percent of high school graduates
can't even read their diplomas.
How could this be? With education governors running all around
the country, proclaiming their commitment to making America the
most intellectually superior nation

on the face of the Earth, how could
almost 20 percent of our adult population be unable to read this newspaper, a book or even a restaurant
menu?
Sorry kids, but in the modern educational debates, the issues involving education have revolved more
around educational funding and financial accounting rather than examining the failures of our current
educational system.
But why should we be concerned? After all, we've all come to
the side of the mountain to be educated, temporarily escaping the real
world for a brief four years, only so
that we can eventually return to become wealthy doctors, lawyers and
environmental scientists.
To quote Miss Holland, "a lot of
times, when we come to college ...
we get caught up in our own world,
and we don't realize the blessings
that we've been given and we don't
realize that there are people who
can't read the books that we are
sometimes sick of studying. There
are people who would love to be
able to do that."
She also pointed out how it really
does affect every one of us. If you
examine the numbers I previously
mentioned, you will quickly figure
out that someone has to pay for programs like welfare, and that it costs
a lot more money to put someone in

prison for 20 years. Until someone
figures out how to develop the
proverbial money tree, that burden
will be placed on the backs of every
taxpayer in America.
Furthermore, America's illiteracy
problem is a daily threat to each and
every one of us. Every time you get
in your car, how are you supposed
to be sure that the driver next to you
knows that your lanes are supposed
to be merging, or that the road is
slippery when wet, or that their exit
is coming up soon. If they can't
read the signs or laws, they may
cause a fatal accident, for the sole
reason that the education system
failed them.
Also, what if you knew someone
who couldn't read? What if that
person you know, such as your
grandmother, aunt or even your
mother, couldn't read the instructions on their medicine?
I'll let you play the scenarios out
in your head, but the basic problem
is that, somewhere along the way,
the education system failed those
people. All 44 million of them.
Why?
In America, we're very prone to
find where the blame lies. So, in
order not to break with tradition,
let's try to find the culprit, starting
with teachers. After all, aren't they
the ones who are entrusted with
teaching children?

New-Age Armageddon: the end of the world
The end of the world is coming.
No, really. I read it on the Internet.
You see, the end of the millennium is approaching
and all of the crazy people are coming out of the
woodwork. Various New Age groups and solitary
wackos are proclaiming the end of the world, at least as
we know it now.

Mike Matott

(Hopefully, you know which is a science and which is
not.) Many people are looking for signs of imminent
disaster or renewal. The thing I don't understand is,
what does the date matter? Dates are arbitrary. Many
biblical scholars even doubt that the Christian calendar
is accurate. Many of them believe that Christ was actually born about two years B.C. That would make this
year the start of the new millennium.
And is Armageddon approaching?
I think not.
When you look at these messages of doom and
gloom or the opposing ones of happiness and light, you
begin to see a pattern. They all base their beliefs on
some other source, whether it's a god, a channeled spirit
or aliens trailing along behind comets. You very rarely
see someone claim to know something solely based on
their own knowledge. Perhaps these hacks think people
will take them more seriously if they give credit to "the
ascended master Asatru" or some other shapeless being,
who we should, for some reason, allow to shape our
lives.
Perhaps one of these new age techno-prophets is
right. They may have the key to surviving the corning
destruction/restructuring of the universe. (Although,
maybe they'll have to keep pushing the date back a bit
further when nothing really happens.) Perhaps the new
millennium really will bring a time of change.
There is nothing wrong with change. You don't
need an excuse to do it though. If you want to raise
your consciousness, do it. Meditate. Forge a stronger
connection to nature. Smile at people. Don't do these
things because you're afraid the world is coming to an
end. Do them just because they make you feel better.
And if I'm wrong about the world coming to an end,
then let me apologize now. You can take it out on me
in the here-after.

On the (slightly) more rational side are the Christian
and Jewish naysayers who point to various Biblical
prophecies pointing to the world's destruction in the
very near future. Many of these passages are the same
ones that scholars used a thousand years ago to prove
that the world was coming to an end in the year 1000
A.D.
Seeing as how I'm a bit of a new-age pagan, you
have to wonder if it's fair for me to insult my own kind.
Well, frankly, it is.
Not everyone who is into New Age is as flighty as
some of the people who manage to gain Internet access.
I went to a number of web sites dealing with the new
millennium, and most of the New Age ones were positive and reaffirming. They also had a lot of misspellings and grammatical errors.
Not that these reassurances detract from the believability of such things as flying saucers coming to take
us to our "rightful" place in the universe or that the universe is being invaded by a consciousness-energy field
that will destroy us soon unless we all start thinking
happy thoughts. (I am not making these two up. I'm
just condensing the five pages of text from each site
into a concise thesis.)
The coming of a new millennium has resulted in an
increased interest in astrology and astronomy. Mike Matott is a columnist for The Campus.

"The Indians win! The Indians win! Oh my God,
the Indians win!" —Bob Uecker

Well, as Holland pointed out,
their hands are tied because of their
local school boards, who push the
teachers to pass students into the
next grade so that the children will
not face the psychological ramifications of being held back in school.
As Holland puts it, "I personally
think that is a crime, because that
child will not have the opportunity
to learn and they're already behind
in the next grade."
So now that it's a crime, I guess
the guilty parties would be
America's school boards, correct?
Well, as the son of Saint Kay,
Euclid's favorite school board
member, I would like to keep my
mother out of jail by objecting to
this claim. While school boards
make the easiest target, we have to
realize that their hands are also tied
by the state legislators.
But, before we run out and start
lynching state legislators, let's slow
way down and look at who's pulling
the strings of the state legislators.
The parents.
That's right Mr. and Mrs.
America. Those same people who
funnel money into Allegheny's coffers, in the meager hopes that we
can get stable jobs and finally move
out of their house, are also, for some
people, the reason that they miss
many educational opportunities. If
you don't believe me, ask Miss
America, who notes that the number
one factor in children learning how
to read and being successful in
school is supportive parents.

In many states, including my native Ohio, parents have to give their
consent for a student to be held back
for one year, no matter how unprepared that student may be. And
many parents feel there is a stigma
associated with being held back one
year, so they are reluctant to do so.
Well, I was held back. Granted,
it was pre-school and granted it was
because they thought I was too
young for kindergarten rather than
my not being ready for the grade.
But, to be truthful, there was nothing wrong with it, and I turned out
somewhat normal.
Ultimately, it's the parents responsibility to take control of their
children's education—to go to
teacher-parent conferences, to encourage their children to read, and to
support their local schools, especially when it comes to levies and
bonds. In the long-range scope of
things, it's a whole lot cheaper to
educate children correctly the first
time instead of allowing them to
spend the rest of their lives staring
blankly at the signs on a prison wall.
Remember, like Miss Holland
said so beautifully: "No child enters
this world wanting to be unsuccessful. No child ever wants to be in
prison, [or] wants to be on welfare,
[or] wants to be unemployed."
And after all, doesn't every child
have a right to the same basic literacy that you and I take for granted?
Adam M. Van I/o is Assistant Perspectives Editor for The Campus.
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News

Sexual harassment suit resurfaces in the midst of election season
TRENTON, N.J. (AP)—Two weeks
before Gualberto Medina was sworn
in as New Jersey's commerce secretary in 1994, Gov. Christie Whitman
quietly settled a sexual harassment
complaint against him, according to
the New York Times.
According to confidential state
documents obtained by the newspaper, the incident took place when
Diane Mastrull, who was then a reporter for The Philadelphia Business
Journal, tried to interview Medina,
Whitman's selection for Commissioner of Commerce and Economic
Development.
Medina, a lawyer and accountant, made "inappropriate, offensive
physical and verbal sexual advances
to her," according to the documents
signed by the state attorney general.
The documents were provided by
a person who has worked for
Democratic officials, the newspaper

reported. That person was not identified.
Medina was ordered to seek
counseling and was issued a written
reprimand signed by Whitman. The
document was placed in a confidential file in the state Division of
Criminal Justice, the New York
Times reported.
Ms. Mastrull was informed of the
governor's action, and Deborah T.
Poritz, who was attorney general at
the time, wrote a letter informing
her that if Medina engaged in similar behavior again, "swift and appropriate action" would follow. He
was sworn into office on March 30,
1994.
Whitman's spokeswoman Becky
Taylor told the newspaper the documents about the complaint were
"legitimate," and that the governor
had tried to keep the matter confidential to protect the reporter.

Taylor said Whitman decided to
proceed with Medina's appointment
because the woman specified that
she was not seeking his dismissal.
No tax dollars were used to settle
the complaint, but Medina "paid a
small amount" to cover the woman's
legal fees, she said.
Medina refused the newspaper's
request for an interview, but released a statement on Monday.
"I recognize my behavior was
perceived as being offensive," Medina's statement said. "In retrospect, I
realize I exercised poor judgment.
The matter was resolved to the satisfaction of all parties without a formal complaint being filed."
Ms. Mastrull now works for The
Philadelphia Inquirer and did not
return phone calls seeking comment,
the newspaper reported. Her former
editor at The Philadelphia Business

If you're really concerned about your health, give your
safety belt a workout. It's the best exercise we know — to keep
you and your medical costs —from going through the roof.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMYI®
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT,

Journal, Jack Roberts, said she continued to cover the state Commerce
Department until she left the publication about a year ago.
He would not discuss specifics of
the complaint against Medina, saying it was a personnel matter.
Democrats have made sexual harassment an issue on the campaign
trail in recent weeks, criticizing
Whitman for her handling of a case
against GOP state chairman and
former Assembly Speaker Garabed
"Chuck" Haytaian.
Assembly staffer Bah Herbert
and her lawyers agreed to drop sexual harassment charges against Hay-

taian in July in exchange for a settlement with the state that paid her
$175,000. The lawsuit also cost the
Attorney General's office about
$170,000 in legal fees.
Democrats have called for an end
to taxpayer funding in such lawsuits.
Taylor expressed concern that
public=ly surrounding the Medina
case v., -lila on); further fuel the fire.
"This :c coviously the silly season, arid clearly somebody is out to
;urt the governor," she told the
newspaper. "If you have to write
something like this, is there any way
you can hold it until after the election?"

School prevents access to pornography
(continued from page 3)
Andrew Schwabe, president of
write a paper on slavery in America, Internet Expressions, a Pennsylvania
for example, can lead youngsters to company that provides Internet seX-rated, off-limits sites, he said.
curity, questions whether schools
In one case, a 16-year-old at should even offer students access to
Denver's George Washington High the World Wide Web. Schwabe
School trying to find a song title en- considers the Internet more of a
tered lyrics he heard on the radio plaything than an educational tool.
into a software package.
"I find it improbable that chilWithin seconds, his screen went dren would use the Internet for
blank, then transferred him to "some anything else other than entertainkind of sex page," said student Noah ment," he said. "Put a child in a chat
room with 20 other people and
Yetter.
"It was like a dummy sex page," they'll end up talking about everyhe said. "It caused a normal site to thing in the world."
a
automatically link to a sex page."
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Arts & Living
Faculty exhibit opens
By SANDY LEVCIK

Arts & Living Editor
The Faculty Art Exhibit opened
this past Tuesday in Doane Hall's
Bowman, Megahan and Penelec
Galleries, with a reception at 7:30
P.m.

Art Review
Some of the most striking work
on exhibit was created by Assistant
Professor of Art Sue Buck. There
are five works in all, four of which
consist of four different panels,
combining to create a sole image.
The fifth, the only untitled work,
consists of one framed panel. Perhaps the most striking is the first in
the series, entitled "DEVOTE."
In her work, Buck used a yellow,
brown, and black color scheme to
depict a bird's nest, around which
seemingly endless numbers of birds
with long, pointed beaks are located.
Professor of Art Amara Geffen's
enware comprises an entire
gallery room in the exhibit. A series

of pieces entitled, "Anthanor Series:
The Vessels of Hermes" are located
in a horizontal line along the back
wall of the room. HoweVer, the
work that perhaps draws the most attention is "Padma's Jewel," an
earthenware depiction of a flower,
along with its roots, imposed upon a
royal blue, leaf-shaped background.
Geffen's work uses hues of orange-peach, gray, royal blue and
yellow to create a cheerful atmosphere. Geffen's works
"Merundanda's Tree,"
"Merundanda's Ascent" and
"Merundanda's Jars" make excellent
use of this color scheme.
Perhaps the most intriguing
works in the exhibit are Associate
Professor of Art Robert Raczka's
photographs, particularly "Lamppost
and Shopping Center, Meadville,
PA." In the photograph, a leaning
lamppost is captured in the foreground, while three trees,
Meadville's County Market supermarket, the supermarket parking lot,
with one red blur from a moving car "MASKED-NIPPLE BOY"—Tom Barters ceramic work in the Faculty Art Exhibit projects an eerie look.
comprise the background.
The exhibit, which is being held in Doane Hall's Bowman, Megahan and Penelec Galleries, will run
Also interesting to note is Tom through November 12.
—photo by Jamie Eckel
(continued on page 12)

Academy Theatre's latest production is more than just "A Funny Thing"
By MATT SUTTON

Arts & Living Writer

The Academy Theatre's first
production this season, "A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum," is hilariously brilliant.

Play Review
"Forum" takes place in 200 B.C.
Rome on a street with three houses.
The first, the House of Marcus Lycus, is owned by a nervous and forgetful old man who runs a courtesan
business (prostitution ring). The
second is the House of Senex, in
which Senex's wife dominates every
aspect of his life. The last house,
the House of Erronius, is owned by
an old man who has been searching
for years for his children, who were
captured by pirates.
The narrator and main character
is Pseudolus, personal servant to
Senex's son, Hero. Ben Agresti, the
play's director, portrays Pseudolus
and Ken Falkenhagen plays Hero.
The plot synopsis is as follows:
Hero is in love with one of Lycus'
daughters, Philia, but is too shy to
pursue her. Hero decides that he will
grant Pseudolus his freedom if
Pseudolus can get him this girl.
Sounds like a fairly simple plot,
right? However, it turns out to be
anything but simple for Pseudolus,
who continually involves himself in
sticky situations.
The audience soon leartis that

Philia, played by Holly Tedesco '97, terium can play dead and the captain tion the look on his face when Glo- are also wonderfully sung and
riousus wants to give her a final kiss choreographed.
has already been sold to a captain will leave.
Rob Santos, who plays Hys- goodbye.
who will arrive later in the day.
The ending, though a bit outTedesco is just flighty and eccentric terium, offers a brilliant perforOther characters, such as Erro- landish, is nonetheless funny. "Fomance. He prances nervously and neous, played by John Burgess, rum," in short, is a fabulous example
enough in portraying this character.
Pseudolus, with the help of Hys- hysterically around the stage, as his Marcus Lycus, played by Russ Pa- of what happens when everything on
terium, head servant to Senex and character, who never wanted to get quette and Senex, played by Ted stage is sewn together seamlessly
his wife, plans to concoct a magic involved, does so anyway to be a Watts, all end up causing Pseudolus into one perfect production.
The production is showing at
a great deal of frustration in his
potion to put Philia to sleep so the good sport.
An unforgettable funeral scene quest for freedom.
Meadville Academy Theatre Oct.
captain will think she is dead. Hero
Even the music is great. The 17-19, 24 and 26. Adult tickets are
will then get the girl and Pseudolus ensues, as Gloriosus wants his
will be free, but there is one prob- "bride" to have a proper ceremony. audience easily recognizes "Comedy $10, students $6 and senior citizens
lem. Philia refuses to drink the po- Seeing Hysterium's twitches and Tonight," which is played twice. $8. Sunday matinees are $6 for all
convulsions of horror when Glorio- Still, "Free," "Lovely," a hilarious seats. Seats can be reserved by
tion because of religious beliefs.
The play digresses into hilari- sus demands that his "bride" be reprise in the second act and contacting the Academy box office
ously constructed scenes and bril- cremated is marvelous, not to men- "Everybody Ought to Have a Maid" at 337-8000.
liant performances comparable to
Abbott and Costello or The Three
Stooges.
After realizing the plan is foiled
because of Philia's religious beliefs, By DEBORAH DERAMO
Mazza was co-editor of two anage. She graduated from San Diego
Pseudolus decides to pretend' e is Assistant Arts & Living Editor
State University with a major in thologies of women's fiction: Chick
Marcus Lycus in an attempt to dijournalism, and received her mas- Lit: Posftminist Fiction, and ChickIt's time to stop saying "Give me
vert the captain's attention. When
ter's degree in English and writing. Lit 2: No Victims, published by FicPseudolus refuses to hand over a voice because I've been a victim,"
She got an M.F.A. degree in creative tion Collective Two.
Philia because he himself wants to and start saying, "Listen to me,
writing at Brooklyn College in New
Mazza chose current Allegheny
be free, Captain Miles Gloriosus be- damn it, because I have something
York.
Writer-In-Residence
Jeffrey DeShell
important and interesting and new to
comes angry.
Mazza is the critically acclaimed to co-edit No Victims, and Mazza
say!,"
If
there
were
a
theme
for
novThe captain, portrayed by Joe
author of eight books of fiction, in- has noted that at first she used "J.
Galbo, is vain and self-centered— elist Cris Mazza's work, this would cluding Is It Sexual Harassment DeShell" to hide his gender from the
hence the name Gloriosus. Shouting likely be it.
Yet? (her graduate school thesis) "hoards of hungry-to-be published
Mazza, former writer-in-resi- How to Leave a Country (1984 win"Silence!" every time Lycus
women we expected to stampede
(Pseudolus) tries to explain himself, dence at Allegheny, read last night
ner of the PEN Nelson Algren our every waking hour."
in
Ford
Chapel
as
the
second
reader
Gloriosus demands his money back.
Award) and Dog People.
In conceiving the anthology, she
But there is one more problem. of this year's Single Voice Reading
Dog People has been called a
Pseudolus is a slave and therefore Series. "As writer-in-residence, union of the films The Truth About knew the editors wanted
has no money. z Mazza contributed much to the de- Cats and Dogs and Basic Instinct. "alternative" fiction by women. By
The first act ends on a hilarious velopment of Allegheny's creative
Mazza noted that she used her in- "alternative," she means non-comnote, and the second act is even fun- writing program," Associate Profestense, "obsessive" hobby—training mercial, non-traditional narratives.
nier. Realizing that he must act sor of English Diane Goodman said.
and showing her Shetland sheep "Sugar Smacks," the first selection
quickly, Pseudolus dresses Hysdogs—as a context for exploring hu- for Chick Lit 1 was written by ElisaA California native, Mazza
terium up as Philia so that Hys- started writing stories at a young
man behavior.
(continued on page 12)

Mazza unnerves with "Former Virgin"
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Students express thoughts and concerns about homophobia
One student commented, "I'm
glad the dance is dark so I don't
have to see it." Many students said
they felt the same—resigned to the
comfort of averting their eyes.

David Roncolato, Allegheny's
Catholic campus minister and direcDEBORAH DERAMO
tor of community service, said the
Assistant Arts & Living Editor
church's position is that homosexuality is not a sin in itself because
there is no freedom of choice inHomophobia is prevalent everyThe dance began around 9 p.m.
volved; sexuality is not left to indiin McKinley's. The DJ gave away where, and perhaps more noticeable
vidual discretion.
free CDs and threw candy to the surrounding the festivities of ComHowever, the church teaches that
crowd of students. It was a dance ing Out Day. Of course, not all stuall sexual acts should be both unilike any other, but as one onlooker dents feel the same. Many said they
tive and procreative; hence homonoted, "A lot of students seemed weren't upset by homosexuality, but
sexual acts are wrong in that there is
afraid to go in." The dance was to wondered how to become more acno procreation. Roncolato said the
celebrate gay pride, an issue that cepting.
Freshman Sharon Polese comevokes a wide range of emotions
church is against homosexual acts
mented, "A very good friend of
among students.
for basically the same reason that it
is against contraception; both remove the possibility of procreation.
Roncolato also mentioned the
church's belief in "inviolability of
conscience," which states that individuals who have an understanding
of the church's teachings, but feel
they are called to act in a certain
way, are obligated to follow their
consciences.
Catholics have, according to the
book Catholicism by Richard P.
McBrien, "the responsibility to act
on an informed conscience," but
also a duty to take the church's
teachings seriously in "forming their
consciences."
One sophomore said, "I am confused about homosexuality because
so many people are saying completely different things—you just
don't know who to listen to."
"I just don't really know much
about it at all," another student
commented. "I guess I feel that as
long as I don't have to see it, it
won't bother me." It seems many
students feel this way—that keeping
homosexuality "in the closet" will
make everyone happy.
Laurie Roberts, junior, said she
OUT AND PROUD—Students attend the Gay Pride Dance held this past Friday evening in McKinley's,
as part of the festivities for National Coming Out Week. The DJ for the dance gave out free CDs and thinks homophobia definitely exists.
—photo by Ben Wy ► ich "I have a little rainbow pin on my
candy to the the attendants.

By JENNIFER MIDGLEY &

Arts & Living Writer

mine from high school is gay, and
he had to deal with a lot of stereotypes. I learned to be open-minded,
and I think it helps to know someone who's gay."
Recently, gays and lesbians have
been steadily gaining greater exposure in the media. For example, the
"hero" of My Best Friend's Wedding
is gay and, of course, Ellen DeGeneres has paved the way for homosexual television characters.
Often times, people cite religious
beliefs as their reason for not accepting homosexuality.

backpack, and last year someone
said, 'oh, that means you're gay,
right?'," she said.
Sophomore Matthew Taylor said
he does not consider himself a
"homophobic," which he defined as
a person who is afraid he is gay. He
thinks the problem people have is
with how vocal "they"
[homosexuals] are about it.
In response to the "Coming Out
Week" festivities, he said, "They did
the same crap last year and it seems
like a bit much. " When asked what
he thought about "Dress in Drag
Day," he said, "that's definitely a
bad idea. I don't think it's going to
help their cause."
Seniors Kristen Miller and Sara
McCullough agreed that, in the last
four years, people have become
more vocal about homosexuality
and homophobia. McCullough said
she thinks homosexual women on
campus are more "out" than homosexual men are. "I know a lot of
`out' women couples but very few
`out' men couples," she said.
McCullough said also that, as a
resident advisor, she has had duty in
Crawford Hall and seen many
derogatory comments on message
boards, which she understands to be
proof of the heightened homophobia
on campus.
Senior Carlos Shedd 'said that
Allegheny has more homophobia
than other colleges with which he is
familiar, such as those in New York.
"I know a lot of people who are homophobic here. When I was a
freshman living in Crawford, there
was a lot of it," he said.
Unfortunately, many Crawford
Hall residents contacted for this
story declined to offer any comment
on the subject.

Iglesias offers insight into the maquiladora industry
By SANDY LEVCIK

Arts & Living Editor

On Monday, Oct. 13 at 7 p.m.,
the Quigley auditorium was filled
with anticipation for Dr. Norma
Iglesias' lecture on the maquiladoras, which involve industries that
receive economic breaks by locating
themselves on the Mexican side of
the border, yet still provide low
wages and often poor working conditions for their workers. Iglesias'
lecture was part of the continuing
festivities of Latino Heritage Month.
Once a visiting scholar at San
Diego State University, Iglesias also
has organized conferences of Latin
American female filmmakers. During her presentation, Iglesias
showed a homemade film entitled
"Ritmos de Trabajo," which portrayed women working in first generation maquiladoras as a backdrop
to her lecture.
First, Iglesias listed three common features of all maquiladoras:
they all have an orientation to the
United States market (even if they
are not owned by Americans), they
are primarily located in the border
area in northern Mexico (a prime ex/

ample being those in the city of Tijuana) and they extensively utilize
human resources as a means of
competition.
Iglesias then distinguished between three types of maquiladoras:
first, second and third generation.
Characteristic of the first generation
maquiladora, Iglesias explained, is a
focus upon manual activities in assembly line tasks completed mostly
by women for very low wages.
In the beginning of the rise of the
maquiladora, 80 to 90 percent of the
labor force in these factories was
women. Women are prized because
they are thought to be well disciplined, docile and generally in good
health. The typical maquiladora
work&, according to Iglesias, is a
single female between the ages of 16
and 24 with a primary level of education.
In the second generation of
maquiladoras, more emphasis is
placed upon segmented activities in
an assembly line context. There
also is more labor flexibility, as illustrated by the hiring of engineers
and technicians.
The third generation of
maquiladoras is very focused upon

the entire picture of production: development, design and mass marketing. Even though the wages in these
factories are still low, Iglesias notes
that more and more highly qualified
personnel are likely to work here.
Iglesias also cited some resounding statistics concerning the
maquiladora industry. She noted
that there are approximately 2,500
maquiladoras in operation in the
border area between the United
States and Mexico, and that this year
alone, 85 percent of Mexico's production will occur in maquiladoras,
as compared to only 3 percent in
1980 and 30 percent in 1986.
Iglesias explained that although
the wages are low and workers are
often exposed to toxic chemicals,
whose impacts on human health are
unknown, there is generally less labor conflict than would be expected
within the maquiladoras.
Iglesias has published several articles and one book from the Texas
University Press entitled, "The Most
Beautiful Flower in the Maquiladora," named after a pageant-like contest held in the border cities for the
most beautiful woman working in
the industry.

As is evident by the title of Iglesias' book, women workers in the
maquiladoras are proud of the plants
they represent in such pageants and
many of them often dream of falling
in love with and marrying their
American male supervisors.
Still, Iglesias noted that the
turnover rate in the maquiladoras is
astounding. The estimated 12 percent a month turnover rate is attributed to several factors, including
the fact that the work is boring, the
cities where the maquiladoras are
located have poor infrastructures
and there is an excessive demand for
labor relative to supply.
Because companies are concerned about the turnover rate, Iglesias noted that some have resorted to
attracting more men and more married people, the logic being that they
are more stable and will be less
likely to leave the maquiladoras because they have families to support.
However, Iglesias noted an interesting parallel to the turnover rate in
the maquiladoras: as many as half
of the students in her daughter's
school leave and are replaced by
others every school term, her point
being that the border area is dy-

namic and ever-changing.
Iglesias spent two months working in a maquiladora in order to understand the experience of the
women about whom she writes. She
noted the constant anxiety and the
dominant "have to produce more"
attitude that prevailed during much
of her stay.
Even though many of the
maquiladoras are organized through
labor unions, Iglesias notes the difficulty in organizing the women
with whom she worked because they
simply did not picture themselves as
"maquiladora workers."
Some women whose work involved paper actually described
themselves as secretaries, rather
than as workers in a maquiladora.
In the end, Iglesias recognized
that part of the reason the
maquiladora industry has gained so
much recent publicity is because of
its consequences on the environment. She notes that often when the
United States pulls industries out of
Mexico, everything leaves but the
toxic waste, which the infrastructure
of Mexico is ill-equipped to handle.
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Eerieconsiliation rides to hell
By IAN BAUM

Arts & Living Writer
Elevator to Hell's Eerieconsiliation is not a work of musical genius. The lyrics aren't incredible
and the musicians aren't amazingly
talented. However, the album still
manages to sound kind of cool in
places because it is totally strippeddown.

Music Review
There are no expensive production tricks used on this album to
achieve a professional sound. Listening to it is like listening to the
stuff your friend's band in high
school recorded on a four track one
weekend.
You know the sound—basic, distorted guitars, and lyrics pumped
full of teenage angst. However, the
members of this band don't look
like they're teenagers and I doubt
they're in high school.
The guitars on this album aren't
incredibly complex. Throughout
most of the album, the guitars pretty
much stick to distorted power
chords, occasionally throwing in a
simple solo or an incomprehensible
riff.

The bass guitar on this album is
almost completely unimaginative
and unexciting. In most of the
songs, the bass line ends up the
same way it began and there isn't
much difference in between.
The drums sway back and forth
from good to eccentric. Overall, I
would have to say that they are the
most creative part of the music. The
drummer does a good job of matching the feeling of the song and holding it in his beat throughout. Plus,
he is not afraid to remain in the
background of the music to let other
aspects prevail.
Overall, the singer has a very interesting voice. While the lyrics
aren't that great, they are at least
well delivered. All three of the
members of the band sing, although
the guitar player can be considered
the lead. His voice sounds a little
like Neil Young at times. And at
others, he sounds a lot like Thurston
Moore. Yet the lyrics sound very
forced and are not great.
This album is definitely
mediocre. While I have heard
worse, I also have heard better. It is
nice to see that not everyone relies
on huge, expensive production tech- MAKING A DIFFERENCE—Members of the Meadville Area Middle School's Builder's Club load debris
niques to achieve the sound they and branches onto a truck to be hauled away as part of Make a Difference Day this past Saturday. The
want. However, in this case, they Builder's Club is the middle school's community service organization.
—phob by BIM Wyrick
probably should have used them.
The album's overall grade is C/C+.

Allegation accused of singing without accompaniment
By LUKE BOGER

was "figure out how to get it to
work," said Ney.
Assistant Arts & Living Editor
Once the school year started, seYou probably can't spell it. You nior Meg Hilton also became inmay not even be sure what it means. volved with the group's formation.
But, chances are, you have an idea The three Allegheny a cappella pioof what it is. No, it's not the SWG. neers then set audition dates and
Nobody knows what that really is, tried to publicize them as much as
possible. "It's amazing how much
and hopefully, most can spell it.
The phrase at hand here is "a work went into it," Ney said.
In mid-September, 30 people
cappella," with two words, two p's
showed up to audition for six spots
and two l's.
Allegheny now joins a host of (not including Hilton's, Ney's and
other colleges and universities that Koehler's). "We had a great
have their own student a cappella turnout," said Ney. Trying to pick
(meaning all voice, with no musical from the 30 "was a difficult proinstrument accompaniment) groups. cess. They were all excited, enthusiThe group's name is Allegation, but astic and talented," he said.
its members cannot be accused of
In the end, choosing the group's
being mere singers.
members involved assessing more
Juniors Jill Koehler and Doug than just their singing abilities. "We
Ney put serious thought into form- formulated the group on how well
ing Allegation last semester. "We the members would interact," said
decided there really should be [an a Ney. "We wanted a talented, but
cappella] group on campus," Ney also a fun group," he said. z,
said. He explained that Allegheny
The group is comprised of two
was a bit behind the times in the a sopranos, Cindee Giffen and
cappella department, since many Koehler; three altos, Hilton, Chelsea
other schools have one or even sev- Treadwell and Addi Twigg; two
eral groups.
tenors, Ney and Jeff Webb; and two
Ney said that he and Koehler ap- basses, Sean Donaldson and Austin
proached Allegheny Leaders and Hornyak. Group members range
Liaisons (ALLies) for initial fund- from freshmen to seniors.
ing. The group gave Allegation
Allegation began rehearsing the
about $200 to start, with the idea week after auditions. The group rethat it would help out during the first hearses four and a half hours per
semester by doing gigs for ALLies week on Wednesdays and Fridays.
if needed—a kind of "I'll scratch Hour-long business meetings are
your back if you scratch mine" held every Tuesday to discuss genagreement.
eral matters.
Over the summer, Ney said he
"We picked people to ensure
and Koehler talked and planned [Allegation] would be a self-suffimore for their group. They also cient group," said Ney. "It became
talked to and joined the Contempo- not one or two or three people's
rary A Cappella Society of America group, but everyone's. Everyone is
(CASA). Then all they had to do working hard, not only for singing,

but for business aspects."
As part of getting Allegation "on
its feet and running," Ney said each
member was asked to pick a state on
which he or she would do a-cappella- related research.
He said this, in addition to the research he, Hilton and Koehler had
done previously, has been a tremendous help. The group has been
gathering advice, ideas and arrangement suggestions from groups
around the country.
"They have been wonderful in
offering help," said Ney, "but most
of these groups have been in existence a long time, so it's been difficult getting advice on how to start.
A lot of that we had to do on our
own."
Ney said he and other members
of Allegation have found "so much
support from the Allegheny community as a whole. I just think it [the
a cappella group formation] has
been long overdue here."
Ney explained that, while the
group members asked some professors of music for advice, Allegation
is "completely separate from the
music department." The group is
"all student-run and it's something
to commend its members on—that
they they sustain themselves," he
said.
Allegation will not be performing in semesterly concerts, either,
like department choirs and bands.
"We're trying to keep it informal
and fun and trying to stay away
from the concert ideal," said Ney.
As of yet, the young group has
no official performance dates, but is
working diligently on putting together "a very eclectic mix of music," said Ney. Presently, Allega-

tion is rehearsing songs such as Paul
Simon's "You Can Call Me Al," and
the Beatles' "Blackbird."
Other selections include the
songs "Simple Gifts," "Wanting
Memories," "The Star Spangled
Banner" and a Christmas piece.
Group member Webb lent his talents
by arranging several of the pieces
and co-arranged the national anthem
with Ney.
"We're trying to get a good mix
and also to include some stuff [like
"The Star Spangled Banner"] we

may need at some point," said Ney.
He said he hopes Allegation will
perform at Grounds for Change or
McKinley's in the near future.
"We're hoping we can first start
with that kind [of venue]," he said.
Ney also said they eventually hope
to perform in the Meadville cornmunity.
Once Allegation is established
firmly, it may be able to attend a
number of a cappella invitationals,
which occur at various schools
across the nation.

814-336-3151
FLOWERS AND G
tot all occasions
cards, balloons, great plush animals
Visit our candle loft with aroma therapy candles and incense.
Daily Deliveries.

ire worth the mit downtown-.

UoadstooP cDePi

496 Park Avenue across from Brooks Hall Dining Room
Mon -Thur 10-11, Fri - Sat 10-12, Sunday 12-8

Closed Sunday, October 19
ow much can you save by crossing the campus? Check out
our reasonable prices. Competitive with the college convenience
store, McKinley's, and McCracken's
You WILL save at Toadstool!!
Subs, Sandwiches, Dinners
Ph. 336-2195
Snack Foods, Ice Cream
Daily Specials
Convenience Store

Bring this ad for 50 cents off any sub_or pizza

Free Delivery
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Impatient Fool finds Most Wanted to be the least wanted
By JON CANTWELL

Fool who also was shamelessly seeing this movie, I began to count the
seats in the theatre. Can you believe
there are 298 chairs in theatre three
and I was the only person occupying
one?
Some comforting news did cross
my path before the Keenan Ivory
Wayans (In Living Color, Glimmerman) highlight film. The manager at the Meadville Cinemas told
me about two new movies coming
next Friday—Kiss the Girls and I

row, Wayans learns that his execu- tiently left the movie early.
Overall, Wayans provides a few
tion day is near.
While being transported from good lines during this film. For exHave you ever found yourself in
prison, he is kidnapped/rescued by ample, when he is staring at his ata theatre questioning your decision
Special Ops Commander, played by tractive hostage, he mentions, "I
to see a particular movie, even beJon Voight (Anaconda, Mission: haven't had a piece in a long time,"
fore the movie has started? I did
Impossible) Voight forces him to as he moves toward her, and grabs a
this past Tuesday night.
join his mercenary army group. On piece of pizza behind her.
his first job with this group, Dunn is
Wayans also attempts to enter a
ordered to shoot a wealthy busi- hospital computer system by using
Front Row Fool
nessman, who is accompanying the doctors' names as passwords. He
first lady. But when someone else keeps hearing names, such as
shoots and kills the first lady, Dunn Oryghan Nyiutune, over the interis framed for the murder.
After I conversed with the Know What You Did Last Summer.
com, but he can't spell them.
However, as the opening credits
The film's Snapple score fell
Meadville Cinemas' friendly workOnly a surgeon who was attenders, I entered theatre three to see this were rolling, I saw exactly what I ing the first lady's arrival has video- when they were to kill the busiweek's masterpiece, Most Wanted. had hoped not to see. Most Wanted taped the truth. From this point, nessman played by "The Great
However, judging from the was produced by Wayans himself Dunn must avoid the special opera- American Hero's" sidekick. Reattendance, this movie was anything and it gets worse—the king of tions group that framed him, the po- member that fine show? "Believe it
cheesy action films, Eric Roberts, lice, the FBI and the CIA. This guy or not, I'm walking on air, I never
but most wanted.
Looking around, I asked, "Where blessed me with his presence. Was makes Rambo destroying a Russian
army look like a vacation. Nice to
the hell is everybody?" I looked Gary Busey on vacation?
The movie begins with Wayans, know one rebellious Marine can out
under the chairs and in the aisles,
but no one was there. I had been to who portrays Col. Dunn, stationed maneuver an entire intelligence (continued from page 9)
Bartel's display of ceramic works.
some poorly-attended films before, in Iraq during Operation Desert network.
Most weeks, I usually just give a "Masked-Nipple Boy" is comprised
but never to a private showing (at Storm. Dunn disobeys orders to kill
short plot summary, leaving you to of a cracked and misshapen head,
least not one where I didn't have to a young boy and accidentally shoots
figure out the rest yourself. This upon which a sneering face has been
his officer. So, our hero Wayans is
first deposit a quarter).
week, you can do both, since I impa- molded. The head rests upon a halfAwaiting the arrival of the other off to jail. After five years on death
torso of sorts, which is wearing a
spotted red and blue shirt. Bartel additionally mounted the torso onto
three small utility cart wheels and
Entertainment
added ceramic nipples instead of
hands to the figure.
Friday, 7-9pm.
299 Chosinut Si 9374513
Bartel's work entitled "Awkward
Embrace" is particularly striking.
Breakfast . Lunch . Take Out
Bartel placed two small doll-like
mannequin legs into two ceramic
1r13,013
gold high heels. The legs are not atBring your Allegheny I.D. and recleve $1 off an expresso.
tached to a torso, but simply
Open 7am-3pm Mon. & Sat. 7am-9pm Tue. - Fit Closed Sun..
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thought I could be so free..." I apologize for that 1980s flashback.
The part I disliked most was the
sheer amount of military acronyms.
Hell, it made social life at Allegheny
seem less confusing! They were firing GAP bombs, ASG missiles,
ACO grenades and SEA automatic
weapons. If you're a fan of farfetched action films and enjoy "The
Keenon Ivory Wayans Show," this
is the film for you.
Because I was in a mindless
mood, the film did not kill the
"Great American Hero's" sidekick
and Eric Roberts had a limited role,
I give this film 5 of the Most
Wanted Beverages

on Earth

(Snapples, not beer, you jagoffs).

Gallery art unveiled
"embrace" each other where the two
would anatomically meet.
Associate Professor of Art
Richard Schindler's works using
pen and ink entitled "The Silence of
Dirt and Grass" and "Two of a
Kind," appear side-by-side within
the same frame on the gallery wall.
"The Silence of Dirt and Grass"
portrays Gumby, large knife in
hand, with his foot resting upon a
skull on the ground, whereas "Two
of a Kind" portrays the figure of a
woman, gun pointed at her crotch,
with legs spread wide by two roughlooking hands.

Mazza highlights postfeminism

Eat real bagels... rollerblade in Central Park... tour Black Rock...
see the lions... study Shakespeare... watch Shakespeare... do
Shakespeare... join t1 crowds... feel the beat.. . smell the roses...
smell the subway... rise and shine... never sleep ... hit the clubs...
catch a show... see a game... experience the art... embrace the
music... get to class... learn something... see everything...
come back changed.

Columbiaa
The Visiting Students Program is a special opportunity which enables students at other colleges and
universities to enroll at Columbia fot one semest.r or a year. Applying is easy. For information,
call (212) 854-1581 or get in touch with us by e-mail at visit-cceColumbit.edu .

(continued from page 9)
beth Sheffield, assistant professor of
English.
After completing Chick Lit 1,
Mazza chose as the theme for Chick
Lit 2: "No Victims." This wasn't a
different theme from the postfeminist fiction, it was an extension,"
Mazza has explained to reviewers.
What is postfeminist writing?
Mazza has said it's just another absurd label, but it represents contemporary criticism's on-going quest to
locate, define and thereby understand writers who, "for reasons as
individual as they are," haven't been
embraced or appreciated.
As Mazza sees it, postfeminism
is the next logical stage of feminism.
She has noted the importance of
women looking closely at themselves to assess honestly what
they've become, rather than only
blaming the patriarchal world. She
writes with the motive of exploration—to explore all the other
facets and types of experiences besides female oppression.
Marcia Coburn quoted Mazza in
an article in Chicago: "Let's just
have one book where women incite
action on their own, based on who
they are—not what somebody did to
them."
In The History of Chick Lit,
Mazza has articulated the difference
between feminism and postfeminism. Her message is that women
are more than oppressed victims; we
have so many significant things to
say that have nothing to do with, "I

wasn't allowed to have a paper
route" or "My boss touched my
butt."
Mazza was asked to be on a radio
show, but the invitation was revoked
a week later because she wasn't an
actual victim of sexual harassment.
Former Virgin, her latest collection, is a follow-up volume to Is It
Sexual Harassment Yet? The writing seems to circle around the question, "What have I done to myself?"
"Hesitation," one of the stories in
her newly-released book, was featured in a recent issue of The Postfeminist Monthly.

The characters in her stories
range "from women who foster their
own abusive relationships, to failed
suicide attempts, to furtive—and
horribly violent—encounters in
steamy basements," FC2 says.
Mazza's fiction has been reviewed in The New York Times

Book Review, The Wall Street Journal, MS Magazine, The Los Angeles
Times Book Review, The San Diego
Union, The Columbus Dispatch and

many other book review publications and newspapers.
The Los Angeles Times has said,
"Talent jumps off her like an overcharge of electricity." And, according to Columbus Dispatch, Mazza's
work is "similar to watching a porno
flick and a game show simultaneously."
Mazza now lives in the Chicago
area and is associate professor of
creative writing at the University of
Illinois at Chicago.
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Happy Birthday Nik-head! Love,
Sandy-Are you making fun of me? the Larries, Humpster & Wilson
Are you?

Hey Mom...I achieved my life goal- I
was turned down by Miss America!
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Classifieds
Rob- How's it clotting?

37
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Paul Lehnen, ladies and gentlemen.
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ACROSS
1 Fair
5 Ballet step
8 Fears
12 Beers
13 Era
14 Tardy
15 Horse
17 Small hawk
18 Over (Poetic)
19 Said
21 Probe
24 Rotatable disc
25 Anger
26 Openty
30 _ Baba
31 Husk
32 Fish eggs
33 Vent for release of gas
35 _ Turner
36 Atilla was their king
37 Iliad author
38 Chasm
41 Heat source
42 Ireland
43 Wire
48 Snow at head of glacier
49 Frost
50 Tides
51 Former Russian emperor
52 Food chewed a second time
53 Edges

I don't mean to interrupt, but isn't
that an unmarked state police car
behind you?

Jeremey- too bad about the movietell me I suck!

36

34

2 out of 3 A & L editors agreewoolly mammoths are not extigct.

29

32

31

30

Hey J.R- What's a yoko ono, and
does it look anything like sauer
kraut?
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33
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Personals
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46

DOWN
1 Fuel
2 Altitude (abbr.)
3 Meadow
4 On an incline
5 Two
6 Past
7 Sane
8 Caustic substance
9 Stay
10 Female (suf.)
11 Sow
16 Shelter
20 Lofty
21 Snatch

47

Brian McCaffrey loves bananas.
Watch him eat one some day.
3 out of 3 A & L editors agree that
Crawford boys are not very nice.

Happy 21st mpt

Mike McMahan is a chronic liar,
but won't admit it. So, is he? or am I?

t tt

Happy Birthday Gretchen!!! We love
you, man! -Michelle, Kara &
Terrapin

mg- where's the love?

I don't regret what we did
I regret what we didn't do. . .

Oh, who put a thong in my mailbox?

**Earn Free Trips and
Cash!** CLASS TRAVEL
needs students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15
trips & travel free! Highly
motivated students can
earn a free trip & over
$10,000! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaicaa
or Florida! North America's
largest student tour operator!
Call Now! 1-800-838-6411
HOUSING
Want to move off campus
next year? We have semifurnished apartments on
Meadow, North Main,
Allegheny, Highland, Beech
Lane, Cullum, Church,
Loomis, Randolph. Call
Karen Kress for details, 3375915.

Doonesbury

22 Small stream
23 Stew
24 Disputes
26 Speech sound
27 Crowd
28 Sole
29 Leap
31 Avoid
34 Complainer
35 Extended time
37 Color
38 Lease
39 Greek God of War
40 Long live (It.)
41 Winter vehicle
44 Old coin
45 Hitters average (abbr.)
46 Type of weapon (abbr.)
47 Manuscripts(abbr.)
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Women's tennis team dominates tournament to close fall season with a bang
By SUSAAN JAMSHIDI

Sports Reporter

The Allegheny women's tennis
team finished its fall season with a
huge bang. The explosive finale
included a nail-biting match with
I.U.P Oct. 9, and record breaking
tournament play this past weekend.
Each point in the match against
I.U.P. was long, and all but two
matches went into a third set. All of
the Lady Gators had to execute their
best tennis to clinch the win, and
win they did, with a team score of 62.
The first match to be finished was
sophomore Jenny Keegan's. Keegan wasted no time crushing her opponent 6-3, 6-0 at first singles.
Soon to follow Keegan was
sophomore Kathryn Dorosz, who
also was victorious in two sets with

a score of 6-4, 6-0 at sixth singles.
garded. She put forth a valiant fight on top with a third set score of 7-6.
Although senior Whitney Burke and kept her opponent on her toes.
The highlight of the fall season
fell in her first set at third singles, Stonemetz also went on to play three may be the 1997 Cardinal Invitashe managed to keep her cool and sets with a final score of 7-5, 4-6, 2- tional. The Lady Gators placed first
gather herself to come back full 6.
and second on all levels except first
force, surprising her opponent by
Playing their first matches for Al- singles.
taking over the match, and winning legheny were freshman Melissa Pat"This is the best we've ever
5-7, 6-4, 6-4.
terson and sophomore Adriane Aul. done," stated coach Mark FlemAt fifth singles, sophomore Erin Both played singles matches against ming, "Last year we only won secHiggins rallied her way back from a I.U.P.
ond and third singles, and second
first set loss of 1-6 to battle it out in
First to finish was Patterson. Af- doubles."
the second and third sets and win ter breaking her racket string on the
At first singles, Keegan was
with a final score of 1-6, 7-5, 7-6.
first point, she lost the first set while seeded number one, but was deSophomore Amber Wichowsky getting used to a new racket. Her fi- feated by the number two seed. The
had the longest match of the nal score was 2-6, 6-2, 6-3.
unseeded Stonemetz defeated the
evening. Each match she played
Aul's sets were close and tense. fourth seed 6-2, 6-2 to go on to the
seemed to last minutes. Eventually After battling her opponent in the semi-finals, only to lose to the secplaying at fourth singles, Wi- first set and winning 7-5, she fell in ond seed in three sets, 4-6, 6-3, 3-6.
chowsky managed to pull off a win the second set with a score of 6-7. It
In second singles Burke was first
with a final score of 6-7, 6-4, 6-4.
was up to Aul to play her best tennis seed, and crushed every opponent
The only singles' loss came at and win her final set. She came out who crossed her path to become the
second singles, but junior Stephanie
Stonemetz's effort is not to be disre-

Gator Athlete of the Week

PUB ON THE SQUARE
(Across from the Downtown Mall)

presents

I Your Choice

6 oz. Sirloin Steak Dinner
Chicken Parmesan
Ham Steak
Lasagna
Spaghetti & Meatballs
Eggplant Parmesan
Hot Roast Beef
Grilled Fish
Above Dinners come with
Salad and Rolls.
I ALSO AVAILABLE I

r

1 Dozen Wings & Fries
Large Steak Salad
Large Chickeii Salad

Athlete of the Week— Molly McCoy
Hometown— Granville, Ohio
Class—Senior
Sport—Volleyball
Being the only senior on the women's volleyball team, Molly McCoy
carries not only the weight of her own personal goals on her shoulders,
but the weight of the entire team as well.
For McCoy, these goals are the same. Both she and the team hope to
finish in the top four in the NCAC, and one way McCoy plans to accomplish this is by breaking the current school record for most kills in a season. At this point she has 383 through 100 games.
This year's team is young, and McCoy finds herself wearing many
different hats. This self-proclaimed team "goof-off" has had to search
for her serious side as captain of the squad. "The girls are always asking
me what is going on, what should they do, those kind of things, and I
have to know the answer to those questions," McCoy said.
McCoy knows what being a leader entails, however. She currently
leads the team in kills, and her attack percentage also is the highest on the
team, standing at .200. She is also ranked third in the NCAC in kills.
One thing about which McCoy is very serious is her dedication to volleyball and the team. Playing volleyball has taught her what "giving it
your all" really means.
McCoy has had a tough job this season, as the team's record now
stands at 14-14. All the ups and downs in the season have made McCoy's job that much harder. "The team mentality changes with each win
and loss," McCoy said. This mentality can go from positive to negative
in the course of a tournament. McCoy, however, sees this adversity as an
opportunity for the younger members of the squad to learn how to step up
and play to their full potential.
Molly McCoy's dedication to her team and excellence in her sport
have earned her the honor of being this week's "Gator Athlete of the
Week."

How do you stop
a Gator running
back driving a
Toyota ? GENUINE TOYOTA ; BRAKE
TOYOTA atMLrn°17 :' keg:$20. 95
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with any other discount.
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champion. Wichowsky, seeded
fourth, beat the second seed to become the 1997 second singles runner-up.
In third singles, Higgins was
seeded first and Dorosz was seeded
third. Higgins seemed to defeat all
of her opponents with ease, not losing many games to become the third
singles champion. Dorosz surprised
the second seed by defeating her
easily 6-1, 6-0 to go on to the finals
against Higgins. Higgins won 6-2,
6-1 and left Dorosz with the runner-

up title.
The doubles teams also were
strong. Keegan and Dorosz teamed
up to become the first doubles
champions.
Stonemetz and Burke became the
first doubles runners-up by defeating
the second, third and fourth seeds.
In second doubles, Higgins and
Wichowsky were victorious, and
Patterson and sophomore Caroline
Wilson played their first tournament
doubles match of the year to clinch
the runners-up title.

Gators jump out to
early lead and don't
look back against
Case
(continued from page 16)
the Case Western 21. Bowser came
on and nailed the 37-yard field goal,
making the score 24-7. That score
held until the half.
Case Western took the opening
kickoff of the second half and drove
64 yards for the score, closing the
gap to 24-14. The Gators responded, driving 75 yards to the
Case Western five before Bowser
made a 22-yard chip shot and
stretched the Allegheny lead to 13
points. Mormino picked up 53
yards rushing on the drive.
The Gators scored on each of
their next two possessions, essentially putting the game away.
Mormino scored from one and two
yards out on the possessions for Allegheny.
Case Western added one more
score with 5:34 left in the game, but
the Gators' reserve offensive players
responded with scores of their own.
Freshman tailback Jeremy Snyder
broke to the outside following the
onsides kick and went 61 yards for
the touchdown, giving Allegheny a
48-20 lead.
The Gators used junior Tim
Scherer (seeing his first substantial
playing time since returning from a
knee injury) as the featured back on
their next series. Scherer picked up
17 yards on his first carry, and, following a 20-yard pass from sophomore quarterback Dan Marini to
freshman receiver Brian Holkovic,
picked up seven yards on two carries
for the touchdown. Sophomore
kicker Brad Schmitt made his second extra point of the game to set
the final score at 55-20.
With the fourth win of the season
under their belt, the Gators now look
forward to proving that Wooster is
not deserving of their spot as NCAC
co-leader. The game starts at 1:30
p.m. aturday at Robertson Field.
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Men's soccer maintains position above .500
By TIM BAUMGARTNER

Sports Reporter

The Allegheny men's soccer
team had a pair of games this past
week, hosting NCAC opponent Case
Western on Oct. 7, and traveling on
Oct. 9 to face Slippery Rock.
Allegheny was able to split the
week's games for the third week in a
row, defeating Case Western by the
count of 2-0, while dropping the
match to Slippery Rock, 6-1. The
win and the loss kept the Gators
above .500 for the season, with an
overall record of 7-6, while maintaining a 2-3 NCAC record.
Playing host to Case Western, the
Gators were able to exploit their
skills against an overmatched Case
squad. Allegheny was able to dominate the match, both offensively
and defensively, allowing Case to attempt only six shots on goal, while
countering that with 14 shots.
The Gators were able to score the
two unanswered goals in separate
halves, both coming off the foot of
junior forward Michael Polhamus.
His first tally came 28 minutes into
the first half, and was assisted by junior defender John Kapsiak and

freshman midfielder Matt Sowa.
Polhamus was able to draw a foul in
the penalty box at the 41 minute
mark in the second half, and scored
on the subsequent penalty kick.
Sophomore goalie Richard
Phelps performed solidly in his debut as starting goalkeeper for the Gators, saving all six shots he faced in
the shutout performance. "Rich really did play well," said sophomore
midfielder Todd Kropp, "It's always
good to know that you have two
solid goalkeepers in a squad."
Hitting the road to face Slippery
Rock last Thursday, the Gators
didn't seem to have the cohesiveness
they exhibited in the Case game.
The result was a lackluster performance on both sides of the ball.
Slippery Rock was able to get on
the board first with two quick goals,
coming at the 15 and 18 minute
marks of the first half, respectively.
The Gators attempted to counter
the attack, scoring at the 22 minute
mark. The goal came off the foot of
junior forward Josh Nichols, who
was able to put the ball in the back
of the net from a penalty kick.
Unfortunately, that was the extent of the Gators' offensive production for the afternoon, while Slip-

Pumpin' Up

pery Rock continued its assault,
scoring four more unanswered goals,
at the 26 minute mark of the first
half, and also in the eight, 19, and
35 minute marks of the second half.
"We just didn't have it against Slippery Rock," said sophomore midfielder Nate Smith. "We just
weren't there."
Slippery Rock outshot the Gators
22-11. Senior goalie Ken Cohen
saw the majority of action in the
match, registering seven saves while
allowing five goals. Phelps saw limited action, allowing a goal while
stopping three shots.
On the year, Polhamus continues
to lead the squad with 21 points (9
goals, 3 assists). The 21 points also
put him in a tie for the NCAC scoring lead. Senior midfielder Pat
Capozzi remains second with 10
points, followed by Nichols with 8
points.
Allegheny was idle this past
weekend, but returned to action last
night, hosting Pitt-Bradford. Results
were unavailable at press time. That
game was the beginning of a threegame homestand for Allegheny,
which plays host to Earlham on Saturday and Laroche on Tuesday.

Women's soccer bounces back against Case
By ERIN HARTONG

Assistant Sports Editor
The women's soccer team played
Case Western Reserve on Oct. 8 before taking a much needed weekend
off.
Scoring the first goal of the game
unassisted early in the opening half
was junior Lisa Hollis. This goal
was Hollis' sixth of the season.
Junior co-captain Jamie McGrady came from the backfield to
score the second goal in the half,
with an assist from sophomore Katie

Paulsen.
Paulsen then turned around to
score her own goal with a direct kick
in the second half. The assist and
goal are added to Paulsen's seven
goals and four assists, for a total of
18 points this season.
The Lady Gators had 20 shots on
goal, versus Case's nine.
Senior Karyn Howe played the
entire game, and saved all eight
shots that she faced. Howe now has
5 1/2 shut outs, and is still leading
the NCAC goal-against average
(.15). Those eight saves give her a

total of 55 saves for the season.
The team is tied for second place
in the NCAC, but has fallen out of
the national Top 25. Despite that Alan Seretti makes use of some of the new weight equipment in
drop, the Lady Gators are anxious the David V. Wise Sport and Fitness Center's weight room.
—photo by Jamie Eckel
to finish out the rest of the season as
they face Earlham and Baldwin
Wallace over fall break. Both
games are at home this weekend. At
Robertson Field on Saturday the By DIXON STARZ
Ruffing earned ninth place overall
team will play Earlham at 11:00 and Sports Reporter
with a 76.
Baldwin-Wallace on Sunday at 2:00.
Though his score of 77 was not
The women's soccer team traveled
strong enough to earn him a top-ten
On Oct. 7, the Gator golfers finish, senior Gary Occhino's strong
to Bethany yesterday, but results
hosted the 24th Annual Guy W. round helped to widen the gap bewere unavailable at press time.
Kuhn Memorial Golf Invitational at tween the Gators and runner-up St.
The Country Club in Meadville.
Bonaventure, whose high round was
After edging St. Bonaventure by 87.
temper on several occasions because
Overall, the Blue team placed
of Riezman's precise answers, cut- five strokes and completely blowing
four
members in the top ten, and,
away
the
other
14
teams
in
the
field,
ting him off several times.
The two were hung up for sev- the defending champion Gators ex- with its combined score of 297, it
eral minutes on whether Riezman tended their undefeated streak to six was the only team to break 300.
was "concerned" or "worried" that matches, setting a new school record While the Blue team continued its
winning ways, the Gold team, Althe Rams might have gone to Balti- for consecutive wins in the process.
legheny's second entry in the tourmore instead of St. Louis.
St. Bonaventure junior Chris nament, also had an impressive
"It's something I paid attention Blocher set the pace with an evento," Riezman said. "I was neither par 72, earning him low-medalist showing.
Senior Tom Lavelle matched
happy nor sad."
honors. After that, it was a Gator Smith's. 75, earning him a share of
Rothman also referred to the feeding frenzy.
fifth place overall. Freshmen Brancity's lease with the Rams as a
don Murdock and Eric Jackson
Last
year's
tournament
runner"telephone book" and gave Riezman
an "attaboy" when he was slow to up, sophomore Nick Mahramas, and scored 79 and 81, respectively, to
junior teammate Mike Gasper each carry the Gold team to a fifth place
locate a document.
Riezman testified that the city finished tied for second place, one overall team finish.
shot off the lead, with impressive
Senior Jeff Patronik and freshpaid $20 million of the relocation
man Shawn Semon each shot rounds
rounds of 73.
fee because the Rams didn't have
Freshman Nathan Smith finished of 88 to round out the scoring for the
that much money to pay up front.
in
a
four-way tie for fifth place with Gold team, whose total score was a
"There was no one else to pay
his
round
of 75, while senior Bobby strong 323.
it," Riezman said.
Responding to Rothman's question whether he felt the Rams were
greedy, Riezman said: "No sir, I
think they simply pressed their advantage. They had the advantage of
knowing no other team in the NFL
would contact us."

Golfers set Allegheny record with win

Chargers' owner supports free movement for teams
ST. LOUIS (AP)—The second
week of St. Louis' $130 million
civil lawsuit against the NFL
brought the start of a long, slow parade of videotaped testimony and
stand-in witnesses.
Alex Spanos, the first of more
than a dozen owners expected to
testify via videotape, said the Rams
or any other team should be allowed
to move if they wish.
Spanos noted he was only one of
30 owners, but added: "Hey, we're
in a democratic country. God damn,
if a guy wants to move, he has a
right to move. That's the way I've
always felt and everybody knows
that."
The Chargers are one of 24 NFL
teams that voted against the Rams'
move in 1995, and are named in the
suit. Spanos' recollection of the
March 1995 owners meeting in
Phoenix was that the Chargers abstained from voting.
Spanos, who was interviewed by
lawyers for the St. Louis Convention and Visitors Commission last
December, said Rams president
John Shaw is a personal friend.
"I told him, as far as I'm con-
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cerned, he has a right to move,"
Spanos said. "If that's the way he
feels, he should move."
Spanos is the first in a wave of
NFL owners present and past who
made videotaped depositions. A
lawyer from the firm of Alan Popkin, lead counsel for the CVC, stood
in and read testimony from two NFL
officials—Roger Goodell and Joe
Ellis.
The city filed suit over a $29 million relocation fee assessed to the
Rams by the league. The CVC,
which paid $20 million of the fine
on behalf of the team, claims that
league rules are monopolistic and illegal, and prevented other teams
from bidding on the deal offered to
the Rams.
The city contends it might have
been able to get a better deal without
the league's restrictive policies.
NFL attorney Frank Rothman
spent most of the morning sparring
with the only witness whose testimony wasn't canned, attorney
Richard Riezman of FANS Inc., the
civic group that lured the Rams to
St. Louis in 1995. Rothman appeared on the verge of losing his
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Sports
Gator football team set to take on undefeted Wooster Scots in NCAC battle
By PAT SHELDON

Sports Editor

The College of Wooster has historically been little match for the Allegheny football team, but last year
that changed. The Gators were held
to their lowest point total of the season, and escaped with a 13-3 win in
a game in which defense and the
weather played equal roles in hindering both offenses. When
Wooster comes to town this Saturday, the Gators should be in for another battle.
The Scots come into the game
with a 5-0 record, the best start for
the team since 1978. A win over the
Gators puts the Scots in position for
what would essentially be an NCAC
Championship game showdown
against Wittenberg the last week of
the regular season. A loss could
very well eliminate the Scots, a team
without an established football reputation, from playoff contention.
The Scots' strength is their defense. The unit comes off of a
strong performance last week, in
which it limited Earlham to 43 total
yards.
As a team, Wooster ranks second
in total (233.8 yards per game),
rushing (97.4 yards per game), passing (682 total yards, 80.8 rating) and
scoring defense (9.8 points per

game), falling behind NCAC coleader Wittenberg in each of the four
categories.
A pair of linebackers lead the
Scots' defensive unit. Mike Noble
and Seth Duerr have 39 and 38 tackles on the season, respectively.
Duerr also has a sack, an interception and a fumble recovery this season. Defensive backs Mike Murray
and Shawn Marks have each made
two interceptions on the year.
Wooster's offense is solid, but
not as much of a strength as its defense. The Scots are sixth in total
offense (348.6 yards per game),
fourth in rushing offense (172.0
yards per game), fifth in passing offense (176.6 yards per game) and
third in scoring offense (29.0 points
per game).
On the ground, Wooster rotates
two of the NCAC's leading ball
carriers. Will Schober has picked up
410 yards on 73 carries, while Jeff
Elser has 331 yards on 74 carries.
Elser also has five rushing touchdowns on the season. Schober and
Elser rank second and fourth in
rushing yards per game in the
NCAC, respectively. In last season's matchup with the Gators, Elser
was one of two Wooster backs to
top 100-yards.rushing.
Junior quarterback Rich Judd is
the NCAC's third rated passer. He

touchdowns. His season totals of
669 rushing yards (133.8 per game)
and 14 total touchdowns are both
tops in the NCAC.
Mormino's scoring total is second best in NCAA Division III and
his rushing yards give him a national
rank of 17. With five more yards
rushing, Mormino will become the

has completed 48.4 percent of his
passes for 733 yards, nine touchdowns and three interceptions.
These numbers are good for a rating
of 118.3. In last season's game Judd
completed 22-of-33 passes for 185
yards against the Gators.
Junior wide receiver Brandon
Good is Judd's most common target.
Good has 24 receptions this season
for 333 yards and a touchdown.
The Gators are coming off of one
of their more impressive victories of
the season, and, with each victory,
team and individual rankings have
continued to improve.
Offensively the Gators are
ranked second overall in the NCAC,
with an average of 400 yards per
game. The ground game (228.2
yards per game) and scoring offense
(37.6 points per game) also are
ranked second in the NCAC. Allegheny's passing offense is ranked
sixth with 171.8 yards per game.
Allegheny's total defense is
ranked seventh in the NCAC, giving
up 411.4 yards per game. The rushing defense is ranked fourth and the
passing defense is fifth. The Gators
find themselves with the NCAC's
third best scoring defense, allowing
18.4 points per game.
Offensively the Gators' main
force continues to be senior tailback
Jim Mormino. Last week Mormino
ran 25 times for 128 yards and three

eighth player in school history to
pickup over 2,000 yards on the
ground.
Senior quarterback Kyle
Adamson's numbers also have been
improving. Adamson has completed
64-of-116 passes (55.2 percent) for
816 yards and three touchdowns.
He has a rating of 117.6.
Last week Adamson went 11-for17 for 162 yards. With this total he
moved into second place on Allegheny's all-time passing yards list
and pulled within 305 yards of the
school record.
Juniors Matt Pierce, Corey Belaney and Tedd Gozur and sophomore Dave Monaghan continue to
lead the Gators in tackles. Pierce
has a team-high 42, followed by
Belaney (41), Monaghan (39) and
Gozur (35). Senior cornerback
Willie Green is fifth on the team in
tackles with 27 and has four interceptions on the season. Green's total gives him the NCAC interception
lead and puts him fourth in NCAA
Division III.

In last week's game the Gators
wasted no time getting on the scoreboard. Junior wide receiver Jason
Francis broke the opening kickoff
down the Gator sideline for a 91yard touchdown return. Junior place
kicker Kevin Bowser, who ranks
seventh in the NCAC in scoring
with 6.4 points per game, hit the
point after, making the score 7-0.
Two drives later, Mormino began
to find gaps in the Case Western defense. Facing third-and-nine from
their own 11-yard line, Adamson
completed a pass to Mormino that
was good for the first down. From
that point in the drive the Gator offense moved the ball with ease, taking eight plays to go the final 80
yards and score. Mormino had 42
yards rushing on the drive, but
Adamson got the scoring honors,
scampering in from 10 yards out for
the touchdown.
Senior linebacker Mike Leonard
intercepted a pass on Case's next
possession and returned it to the 20yard line. Mormino took four carries and scored, giving the Gators a
21-0 edge.
Case Western answered the
Gators on their next drive, moving
66 yards in four plays for the touchdown. Allegheny was unfazed by
the score, and two drives later
marched 50 yards before stalling at
(continued on page 14)

Cross Country teams down Alfred in dual meet
By PAT SHELDON

the meet and also garner NCAC well. The Lady Gators finished with
Men's Cross Country Runner of the a total of 25, trimming Alfred's total
of.32.
Week.
Junior Andrea Santa Maria was
Senior Mike Matott was next for
The Allegheny men's and wornen's cross country teams each hosted the Gators, earning second place the top finisher for the Lady Gators.
Alfred University in a dual meet last with a time of 27:25. Next for the She picked up second place with a
Gators was senior Kurt Krause. time of 20:10.
Saturday at Robertson Field.
Junior captain Amy Schuckert
The men's team was extremely Krause picked up a fourth place finwas next for the Lady Gators. Her
successful against Alfred, capturing ish with his time of 28:06.
Freshman Brice Allen ran the time of 21:07 was good for a sixth
four of the top five places. The
strong team performance allowed course in 28:23 to place fifth and ju- place finish.
Both teams are in action SaturAllegheny to total only 18 points, nior Ben Wyrick followed close becompared to 45 by Alfred, and earn hind with a sixth place finish in a day at the Grove City Invitational,
which closes out the regular season.
time of 28:24.
the win.
The Gator women were not quite On Nov. 1, the Gator runners will
Leading the way for the Gators
was junior Mark Hudson. Hudson as dominant as the men, but man- compete in the North Coast Athletic
covered the course in 27:18 to win aged to earn a victory over Alfred as Conference Championships.
Sports Editor

Volleyball team rebounds with two victories
By JEN RATTI

• it did, capturing the next three
games to grab the victory 3-1.
Sports Reporter
Senior Molly McCoy played an
excellent game, collecting 22 kills
After dropping all of its games at and 15 digs. Junior Bobbi Ruddock
the Wittenberg Tournament two had 52 assists and freshman
weekends ago, the Lady Gator vol- Amanda Sommerfeld led the team in
leyball team turned things around digs with 16.
this past weekend. On Oct. 11, AlThe win was the Lady Gators'
legheny defeated both Earlham and 13th of the season, after which their
Denison 'on the road, putting the record stood at 13-14. As it headed
team back in the win column.
into the second match of the night,
The Lady Gators' first opponent the team hoped to even their wins
of the night was the host team, Earl- and losses.
FAST-N-SMOOTH-Senior Kurt Krause and his Gator teammates
sported war paint as they massacred Alfred Saturday.

--photo by Wyrick
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ham. Allegheny lost the first game
Allegheny's next opponent was
of the match 15-8, which was not Denison. The Lady Gators looked
how they wanted to start. The team strong, as they won the first two
knew it had to win the match, which games of the match. They dropped
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the third game, but the team
bounced back to win the fourth
game and the match, 3-1, fulfilling
their hopes of evening their record at
14-14.
Ruddock played an excellent
game, collecting 21 digs and 38 assists. Sophomore Wendy Turkovich
also played well, gathering seven
kills and 12 digs. McCoy had 22
kills and sophomore Jamie Shanter
added 11.
The next task for the Lady Gators
comes this weekend, when they host
Ohio Wesleyan and Wooster. The
team looks to utilize the home court
advantage, and lift its record above
.500.

